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ABSTRACT

An important communication toor that impacts customersis the technofogicat documentation that accompanies apurchased product. I¡ùhether in the form of an owner, smanuaf, âssembly instructions, operating instructions t ()Trepair and maintenance information, this informatì_on mayinfl-uence consumers' perceptions of the product. Thistechnical information is often criticaf to the proper andsafe use of the product. Technical_ documentation can makeproduct usage easier and problem sofving possibre. AJ-thoughcross-cultural- research has examined diiferences inadvertising communication, research examining curturar-preferences in technicar- documentation is relativelyunexplored. The fittl-e that has been conducted has focusedon the written technical communication, or verbal- contentof such documentation. The visuaf el_ements that enhance andset the context for the written information have beenrel-ati-vely unexpl_ored.

This research proposes using the curturar- dimensionsof rndividuaÌism and uncertainty Avoidance to examine theimpact of cul-turaf differences on preferences for visualinformation in technical- documentation. Two criticalaspects of visual information in technical- communicationsthat wilf be expÌored incr-ude: 1) the amount of visuafinformation,' and 2) the way in which the visuaf informationis organized. This research posits that cross-cufturaf
differences in the amount and organization of visuar_information within the technical documentation areimportant factors in consumers' determining the quarì_ty andvalue of such documentation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

rn the increasingry murti-national/global worfd of

commerce, cornmunicating with consumers j_n diverse cultures

is an essential part of doing business. Businesses need to

take into account al-l- forms of communication between them

and the consumer market prace. This woul-d include the

technicar documentation that accompanies the product. one

area of product information that is little researched and

understood is the impact of visuaf information in technical

documentation. This research project wil_l examine cul-tural

differences in consumer, s preferences for visual

information in techni_cal_ documentation.

O\¡ERVIEIÂI

With the ". gJ_obal_ization of markets and the

changing rol-e of business practitioners in a rapidly

evolving internationaf environment" (catl-in and vùhite,

2007) , businesses are under increasing pressures to attract

and keep multinational/multicul-turaÌ customers. .'The

comfort of doing just what we want to is gone. The worl-d i_s



too smaj-1, corrmunication is too rapid" (catrin and white,

200L) .

rn this increasingty interconnected worrd, composed of

competitive international markets, the concept of customer

satisfaction has become a fundamentaf marketing concept

(Keith 1960; spreng, MacKenzie and orshavshy, rgg6) . rn

order to understand customer wants and needs and to attract

and keep customers, research has examined the concept of

customer satisfaction (yi 1990). vühile there is

considerable interest and research examining the variabfe

of customer satisfaction, two of the major concepts

influencing customer satisfaction have been determined to

be: (1) the experience with the product or service (oliver

1980, Olshavsky and Spreng. 1989; Spreng et al_ Ig96;

Vùestbrook and Reilty 1983; and yi 1990); and (2) more

recently, cust.omer satisfaction with information from

marketing communicatj_ons (Spreng et al 1996) .

Research has generalJ-y supported t.he notion that the

consumer's experience with a purchased product wilf impact

their overalf evaluation of that product (Droge et ar r99j;

olshavshy and spreng 1989; spreng et ar 1996,- westbrook and

Reilly 1983; Yi 1990) . However, in their overal-l_ experience

with the product, consumers frequently need to assembÌe all

or part of the product, connect parts or components, or



learn how to operate the product properl-y in order to

actual-ry use the product. rn such diverse products as

computer desks, bookcases, garden sheds, lawn mowers, and

children's toys, products need partial or complete assembly

before they can be used. rn products such as computers,

home theater equipment, stereo equipment, VCRs and DVDs,

the product. components need to be connected to be used. For

many products such as computer software, computers, vcRs,

DVDs, J-awn mowers, options on automobires, ceff phones, and

kitchen equipment, consumers need to read instructions or

oh/ner's manua-ls in order to rearn how to operate the

products properly.

These written instructions, then, can be crucial to

the consumer's overal-l- experience with the product.

"virtua]Iy every model of the satisfaction process posits

that feelings of satisfaction arise when consumers compare

their perceptions of a product's performance to their

expectati-ons lof how the product wi]l perform - their

experience wíth the productl,, (Spreng et af 1996, 1B).

Therefore, having the product assembl-ed correctly or

reading technicai- documentation in order to learn how to

correctry operate the product would seem to have an impact

on the customer's experience with the product and would,

therefore, be an area of great interest to businesses -



spreng et ai- (1996) proposed a model to better capture

the determi-nants of customer satisfaction that included the

notion of satisfaction with the marketing communication

information. These researchers examined the rel_atlve impact

of satisfaction with marketing communication on overall

feelings of satisfaction with a product or service

experience. Indeed, their research results identified

satisfaction with information as a "key mediator of the

impact of disconfirmation of expectations on overall

satisfaction, Iwhich] underscores how important it is for

firms to accurately communicate with consumers . .,, (35) .

Similarly, research by Gardial et al_ (t994) found

marketing information to be of significant importance to

sat.isfaction with product experience. Therefore, technical

documentation would appear to be an important area for

communications research.

of further interest to businesses, instructions about

the correct operation of a product can have a direct impact

on the safety of the product. LegaIIy adequate,

understandabfe instructions are important to help safeguard

consumers and help ensure that business do not end up in

court. Easily understandabfe technicaf documentation wilf

al-so he]-p protect businesses if they find themsel-ves in

court (HeJ-yar 7992; Kemnitz I99I; and McCord 1991)



Therefore, concern with well-prepared and easily

understandabl-e technical documentation should interest

business to: (1) he]-p promote the safety of consumers and

protect businesses from court action; and (2) impact

consumers' experience with products, which may have an

impact on overall satisfaction with the product. Even with

the importance of providing good technicar documentation

about the assembly of products, connection of components,

and instructions for the safe and proper use of products,

this area of research has been relativeJ_y ignored in the

marketing research arena. rn an increasingly competitive

international market place, understanding how to

effectiveÌy communicate with consumers to improve their

experience with products woufd seem to be a field ripe for

research.

RESEARCH PURPOSE

CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNTCATION

with the rapid growth in international business there

is a corresponding increased emphasis on international

marketing communications (Zhang and Neefankavir rggj).

rf, as spreng et ar (1996) have indicated, information

satisfaction has an impact on overall customer

satisfaction, then understanding how to effectiveJ-y



communicate product information with ethnicafJ-y diverse

consumers is important to customer satisfaction. rndeed,

essentialì-y no business can now contend they have a

homogeneous consumer base. Businesses are increasingly

faced with the need for cross-cultural- business

communication even in their own domestic workplace (Limaye

and Victor 1991) . There is the realization that all

business communications today may be internati-onar- or

intercultural communj-cation (Leininger 1991, 253) .

Therefore, it seems imperative that businesses come to

understand cultural- differences in the processing of

technical documentation.

Fri-edmann (1986) contends that the meaning consumers

derive from advertising and other marketing stimuli may be

infl-uenced by their culture. since culture is the "r-ens"

through which consumers assign meaning to their worfd

(Hofstede I984, McCracken 1986), research into

understanding how culture woul_d impact the decoding of

technical documentation would be indicated.

VISUAL INFORMATION

vùhen technical documentation is prepared to accompany

products, these documents are designed using verbal- as werl

as visual- information. vùhat fittl-e research that has been



conducted to investigate cross-cultura] differences in

technicar documentation has examined the verbal elements of

the communication (Ulijn 1995; Jansen and van Erkel 1996;

Krone, Garrett and Chen 1992; Limaye and Victor 1991). The

area of visual- communication has been relativery ignored.

Researchers have proposed that visual i-nformation

communicates meaning through a cultural_ly based visual

vocaburary that, in turn, reinforces a corresponding,

learned system of visuaf conventions (Mccracken 1986, scott

1994) .

Scott (I994) proposed that visuals be viewed as

information in a symbolic form, messages that must be

processed cognitively by means of comp]_ex combinations of

fearned pictorial- schema. rn an examination of this

possibility, Phitlips (L996) conducted research that

demonstrated this assertion, she found that visual-s are

indeed processed to form product message meaning.

Therefore, not only are visual-s ì-mportant to the total_

marketing communication being processed for meaning, but

al-so the processing of this meanj-ng is through a l_earned

"visuaf vocabulary" (Scott r994, 253). Since culture is the

shared "programming of the mind,, (Half I9i6, 13) or the

taught "l-ens" through which we assign meaning to all that

we encounter (Mccracken 1986) , we woul-d expect to find



cul-tural- differences in the processing of visual_

information.

Some research in the advertising fierd supports this

contention. Vühen advertisements from the U, S. and France

were compared, the Amerj_can ads contained more verbal

information cues than the French ads. The content analysis

of these ads supported the proposed cul,tural differences in

the amount of informational- content in the u. s. and French

print advertisements (Biswas, Olsen and Carlet I9g2) .

Similarly, other research supports cultural differences

in the use of vj-suaf information. For exampj-e, Beniger and

il,/estney (1981) found significant differences in the use of

iffustrations in the u.s. and Japan. Likewise, culter and

Javalgì- (1992) examined visual components in advertising in

the u.s. and the European community. These two researchers

found more country differences than similarities. Even

within the European Communlty where there \,{ere many

simifarities, significant differences in visuals h¡ere

found. Kl-ein (1991) conducted an experiment with print

advertising in Mexico and the u.s. He found significant

cul-tural differences. Respondents in both countries

significantry preferred tota] customization of language and

pictures consistent with their cul-tures. The research in

this paper proposes to examine possibJ-e cross-cufturar-



differences in preferences for vj-suaf information in the

technicaf documentation that accompanies products.

CULTUR.AL FRAME}ilORKS

Any research of cross-cufturaÌ differences

consider the concept of cufture and what aspects

are to be used to compare various cul_tures. One

has to

of culture

cul-tural

model- is no\^/ finding its way into market

Hofstede's research elucidated cul_tural_

the researcher denoted as four different

dimensions, namely: Individualism versus

ing research.

differences that

cultural

Cof lectivism,.

Uncertainty Avoidance; Mascufinity versus Femininity,. and

Power Distance (1980 and rgï4,- Hofstede and Bond 19BB).

Hofstede's cultural dimensions have afso been utilized in

research examining marketing communications (Afbers-Milter

and Gelb 1996; Benedict, Steenkamp, ter Hofstede and Wedel

1999; Dawar and Parker 1994,- Kal-e IggI; Lynn, Zinkham, and

Harris 7993; Murphy 1999; Zhang and GeÌb 1996) .

Understanding cross-cul-tural- communication differences

is often difficuft and the issues are compJ_ex. The amount

of cross-cul-tural research is greatly increasing. Research

has been conducted on cur-turar values as a basis for

il-l-uminating dif ferences and similarities (Hof stede r9B4;

Hofstede and Bond 198B; Lowe 1998,. stroetzer 1983) non-



verbal differences and the impact of context on

communication (Hatl 1959, 1983, Hall & Hal-l 1990);

behavioral patterns (Reisigner and Turner 1998,. Sagie

1998); and differences in advertising communications

(Albers-Mil-fer and Gel_b 1996; Zhang and Gefb 1996).

cross-cuftural- marketing communications research and

research using this culturaf framework suggests two areas

of possible cuftural- di-fferences to explore. These two

variabl-es are Amount of rnformation, and organization of

fnformation.

Amount of Vísual Informat,ion

Hofstede's Uncertainty Avoidance represents the

degree to which people within a cufture are unwilling to

accept and deal with uncertainty. This val_ue is refated to

anxiety, need for security, and dependence on experts

(Hofstede 1980, ]_99I) . Thus, peop]_e in cultures that

exhibit high uncertainty Avoidance would rely on experts

more and would be expected to prefer more explicit detailed

information from the experts. since they are risk adverse,

people in high uncertain]-y Avoidance cultures are more

likely to desire more information (verbal information

dominating) in order to operate, assemble, or maintain

their equipment properly.

10



On the other hand, cultures l_ow in Uncertainty

Avoidance are wiJ-ling to take risks and are willing to

process information more quickJ_y, work independently

(Hofstede 1980, I9B4) Therefore, since information from

visuals is processed rapidly (Paivio : glI), national_

cultures low in uncertainty Avoidance woul-d be expected to

prefer less explicit information (visuaÌ information

dominating).

Organization of fnformation

Hofstede's dimensi_on of fndividual-ism versus

collectivism is important in examining cul-turar differences

in the organization of information. rn the educationar-

setting the Japanese, a col_lectivist society, uses a

synthetic approach to determine meaning in communication.

Members of this cultural group combined ideas to create a

complex whole, storing types of information. on the other

hand, in the u. s . , an individual-istic cul-ture, respondents

use an anal-ytical approach to assign meaning to

communication. Members of this cul-tural group break down

information into pieces and store discrete pì_eces of

information (KarjaJ-a 1993) . Thus, cultures differing on the

Tndividuafism dj-mension may prefer differences in the way

visuaf information is organized from the hofistic view of

ll



the product to discrete parts of the product.

rndividuafists may prefer separating out the visuars, only

showing the parts of the product to be addressed in

operating, assembling or maintaining the product.

coflectivists may prefer seei-ng how ar-r of the differing

parts of the product combine into the whol-e picture before

operating, assembling, or maintaining the product.

Research

This research examined cul-tural preference for visuar

information in technicar documentations. Specifically, the

Dominance of rnformation, visual- or Verbaf Dominance of the

message, and organization of rnformati-on, and Hol_istic

versus Serial-istic, \iùere the foci of this research. The

impact of these manipulations on percepti-ons of euarity,
Perceptions of Value, and Attitude toward the Technical

communication r^¡ere measured. The moderating effects of

culture were assessed, in particular uncertainty Avoidance

on Amount of rnformation, and rndividual-ism versus

Collectivism on Organization of information.

Teas and Agarwal (2000) developed a model_ based on

Zeithmal-'s (1988) means-end model-. Teas and Agarwaf , s

(2000) research was developed to test the extrinsic
variabres, specificalry, those of price, store name and

brand namer on perceived quality, perceived val-ue and the

12



sacrifice component of perceived value as moderated by

country name. The model for the research in this paper v/as

developed by a modificatj_on and addition to Teas and

Agarwal's model_. In addition the work of Bezjian-Avery,

calder and f acobucci (1998 ) rúüas used and expanded. Bez j ian

et af examined differences in preferences for verbal

dominance or visual dominance in advertising. The modeÌ for

the research contained is this paper was developed by

applying the differences in preferences for visual-/verbal

dominance to technical documentation.

The research in this paper examined these differences

using an experiment developed with actual_ technical_

documentation for a bicycle. euestions to determine

respondents' preferences for the technical_ documentation,

Perceptj-ons of Quality, Perceptions of value and Attitudes

along with individuating information were asked. A

comparative sample of students from Japan, Hong Kong,

Canada and the U.S. were used in the research.

DEPENÐENT VARTABLES

The two criticaf aspects of visual information in

technical communications incl-ude: 1) the amount of visual

information; 2) the \^/ay ín which the visual information is

organized. This research posits that cross-cultural

l3



differences in amount and organization of information

within the technj-caf documentation are important in

determining the quality and value of the documentation.

understanding cuft.ural differences is often considered a

prerequisite for successful- international_ marketing

communications (Keegan 1989) .

Consumers gro\d up in a particuJ_ar cul_ture and are

tralned in that culture's vafue system, beliefs, and

perception process. Therefore, they respond to marketing

communications that are congruent with their culture,

developing favorable attitudes and rewarding busj_nesses

that understand their cul-ture and taifor messages to

reflect their val-ues (Boddewyn, SoehÌ and picard r9B6;

Buzzel-l 1968,' Harris LgB4; Hornik 1980; zhang and Gefb

L996) .

communication that conforms to cul-tural-ly based

preferences is perceived as being of higher quality and,

therefore, wil-f be perceived as being of higher value

(Gardner I91I, McConneIJ- 1968), resulting in higher

attitudes toward the technical- documentation. understanding

cultural differences in preferences for visual information

in technicaf documentation is important for deveroping

communication tool-s which wil-l- be highry valued by a mufti-

national customer base.

14



ORGA}IIZATION

This research was designed to investigate the curturaf

differences in preferences for the Dominance of Verbal or

visual and organization of rnformation in Technicaf

Documentation. This research also explored the effects of

these differences on perceptions of varue and eualit.y and

Attitudes toward the Technical Documentation.

chapter two examines the re-Levant l_iterature on

Dominance of rnformation and organization of rnformation.

The cultural frameworks are elucidated and possibte impact

on preferences for the independent variabl_es are then

discussed- The outcome vari-abr-es of perceived euality,
Perceived value, and attitudes toward the technical

documentation are examined.

chapter three lays out the model- that \,vas used for

this project. The rel-ationship between the variabfes i-s

explored and the resulting hypotheses are stated.

Tn chapter 4 the methodology is discussed. rncruded

are the design of the experiment instrument, the sampling

processes' and an expì-anation of the sampling size.

chapter five describes the anarysis and resurts, while

chapter 6 draws conclusions for theory and managerial

applicat j_ons.

15



CHAPTER 2

LTTERATURE REVIET,ìI

TNTRODUCTION

understanding how to effectively communicate with

consumers has been an important impetus behind research in

the psychorogicar field as wel-l- as the marketing field

(Bovee and Arens 1985; LaBarbera, Weingard and yorkston

7998; Paivio I917; Rossj-ter I9B2) With ever increasing

competition for consumers and the diffj_cufties of increased

communication clutter, researchers and practitioners are

continuing to develop further understanding of how

consumers process information (Duncan 2001) . certainly

understanding how to effectively communicate with consumers

involves trying to understand how consumers process

information and developing communications based on their

processing styles (childers, Heckl-er and Houston 1985).

The next three sections will review the literature of

interest for this current research. Flrstly, since

information processing is the way in which people assign

meaning to communication stimul_i (paivio J91I), this

important basis for communication wil_l_ be examined.

SecondIy, culture is the "Iens,, through which people

process information (Hofstede 1980; Kal_e f99U McCracken

16



1986) , therefore, theoreticalJ-y, cul-ture should have an

impact on the processing of information. culture and its

possibl-e impact on preferences for communication styres

will be explored. Lastì-y, âr understanding of how people

respond to communications has been demonstrated to be

important to their satisfaction with both the information

and with the product (Spreng et al_ Lgg6) . outcome variables

used in communication research to determine communication

effectiveness are quality, vafue (Dean and Biswas 2oor;

Teas and Agarwal 2000,' Zeithaml 19BB ) , and attitude (Babin,

Burns and Biswas 7992i Burns, Biswas and Babin 1993; Zhanq

and Gelb 1996) . Therefore, how cufture would be expected to

moderate perceptions of quarity, val-ue and attitudes wilf

be discussed.

INE'ORIIATION PROCESSTNG

Dominance of Information

Two streams of research have emanated from the fields

of psychology and consumer behavior to dominated the

exploration of how information is processed (Gould 1990;

Paivio r91L) . These two areas of research are information

processing and imagery. These are concerned with examining

the processing of verbal- information, and the other term of

17



imagery being a general term under which everything non-

verbal is classified, respectiveJ_y. whil_e in the classicaf

sense, information processing has typicalry referred to

cognitive processing of verbaf information, in this

research the term information processing wifl refer to the

more general definition of the cognitive processing of any

information in any format.

rn the seminal work conducted by paivio (rgir) to

develop his duel-code theory (L986) , he first explored the

basis of information processing to establ_ish and develop

his theory. one of the primary bases for duel--code theory

is that two independent and interconnected systems exist

that make-up the way information is processed. The first

system is the verbaf system consistent with earJ-y cognitive

psychology research. The second is a non-verbar- or imagery

system (Paivio r91r). Lord (1980), whil-e tabeting them

schema and images, concurs that two separate modes of

processi-ng information exits. This development of the duel_

processing model gave researchers a new view of information

processing. Going against the predominate view at his time,

Paivio's (1986) modeJ- proc]-aimed the superi-ority of

information presented in a visual mode.

Paivio's (1986) dual-coding theory, whife recognizíng

both systems, posits that not onry do images or pì-ctures

l8



activate the vj-suaf coding process, but they al_so activate

the verbal- encoding process. The dual_-coding theory sets

forth the superiority of memory for recal_l of information

presented through pictures or images because of the two

retrievar paths (verbaf and picture) that are activated at

the time of retrieval (Paivlo I91I, 1986) .

Vüith the two retrievat paths, both the verbal system

and the J-mage system within the brain are activated and

involved. rnformation processing then takes prace in more

than one place. Therefore, the contention is that pictures

have superiority over the verbar content when it comes to

learning t or becoming part of a person, s knowledge

structure (Eysenck I911; Paivio 1986; Rossiter I9B2). When

a person is presented with a stimuli in image form, the

short-term, or working memory activates both the verbal- and

image processing systems. rnformation i-s then stored in

J-ong-term memory in both the verbaf and image systems. The

likelihood of remembering and the ability to retrieve

information is related directly to the number of routes in

memory (Anderson and Reder I919; paivio TgjI, 1986; Unava

and Burnkrant 1991). Therefore, because of this dual

processing, learning is enhanced and recognition or recaff

is aided (McKelvie and Demers I91g; paivio I97I, IgB6).

There is evidence that recall is a good predictor of

t9



ar,\,rareness (Research systems corporation 1983,- young and

Robinson 1992) . Since advertisers measure the effectiveness

of communicatj-on wj_th recall_ and awareness, getting

messages into memory and increasing recall_ and awareness

are important in the marketing communication field (Bovee

and Arens 1989, Arens 2001) . vüith this ef fect on recaf l- and

awareness, research in advertising has examined the use of

visual-s and their impact on communication effectiveness

(Babin, Burns and Biswas 1992; Burns, Biswas and Babin

1993,' LaBarbera and vüeingard 1998; Macrnnis rgTj; Mceuarrie

and Mick 1999; Rossiter I9B2; Smith 1991; young and

Robinson 1992) . fn addition, visuaf long-term memory

appears to have virtual_ly unlimited capacity and

deteriorates very slowly unfike verbal- long-term memory

(Avons and PhiJ-lips 1980; Eysenck and Keane 1990; Rossiter

L982) .

Based on the duaf-coding theory, it woul_d be expected

that marketers wourd aÌways want to communicate with

consumers through visuars if it caused the message to be

more memorabfe. Research was undertaken by McQuarrie and

Mick (L999) in which they manipulated pictures in

advertising whiÌe keeping the verbal content the same. They

found that while visual-s affect information processing,

they do not necessari-ly increase persuasion. similarly,
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Young and Robinson (1992) conducted research in which they

examined visual content of advertising and the impact on

recall and persuasion. fn their experiment, young and

Robinson used twenty-four 3O-second tel-evision ads. They

used a system that presents advertising in a laboratory

environment and measures persuasiveness by means of a pre-

and post-exposure brand choice technique. These researchers

afso used the picture sort technique to determine recall_ of

afl- of the scenes in the advertisements. The resufts of

Young and Robinson's research conclude: measures that h,ere

important for understanding persuasiveness were different

from those that explain recall_; ads that demonstrated hiqh

persuasiveness were neither l-ess nor more visualJ_y complex

than those ads that rated nonpersuasive; and viewers tended

to vj-ew more of the visual- information in the persuasÍve

ads. Young and Robinson, s research demonstrates that

understanding what makes effective communication is

complex. To determj-ne that visuals aid recafl- is not

enough. The measurement of recarl al-one is probably not

sufficient to determine if a marketing communication has

been effectj-ve in getting a message across to consumers.

Rossiter (1982) , while discussing some of the

advantages of using visuafs to carry messages in marketing

communications, also supports the contention that
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conmunication effectiveness needs careful consideration of

the verbal content of the message as wef1. Graber (1996)

supports this contention that pictures, combined with

words, enhance the transmission of information. Graber

conducted research on television ne\,vs. She had viewers

watch ner¡/s broadcasts in which specific stories \,vere

presented verbal-1y or both verbally and vj-sually. For the

picture/verbal combination, Graber found significantJ-y

greater recarf of scenes and detairs. so, while according

to the dual processing model-, visuals improve recafr-, the

combination of visual-s and verbals may be superior.

rn accordance with the visual-/verbaÌ effectiveness in

communication interest, research was undertaken to test two

differing theories on complex learning (Getlevij, van der

Meij, De Jong, and Pieters 2002) . Gellevij et af (2002)

used mul-timodar versus unimodar instruction to examine

their impact on learning. The multimodaf met.hod is based on

the duaf coding theory. With the multimodal method

respondents woufd use the capacity of both the verbar and

nonverbal system. Gellevij et ar (2002) explain that

according to the muftimodal- method, this woufd then lead to

the processing' of more information than using just the

verbal or just the visual systems. The use of both systems

leads to better learni-ng because the connectivity of the
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two systems contributes to the construction of a strong

mentar memory (Gelrevij et al 2002; Mayer L9g9 a, b; Mayer

and Gaflini 1990; Mayer and Sims I9g4; paivio 1990). On the

other hand, cognitive load theory would support the use of

unimodal instruction (Getl-evij et al- 2002; chandler and

sweller 1991,' swel-rer 7994; swel-f er and chandl-er r9g4) .

cognitive load theory is based on the rimitations of

working memory. The cognitive load theory states that when

people are faced with communications that may be difficutt,

more information may be a burden because of the limited

amount of working memory. This theory further indicates

that there are two potential risks with communications:

redundancy and split attention effects (chandler and

Swelf er 799I,' Mayer et aI 7g9g; Mayer and Bior 7998;

sweller 1994; and sweller and chandler 1994) . Redundancy

occurs when information is presented twice (verbalry and

visual-ly for instance). This then takes up the timited

working memory that coul_d be used to process other

informat.ion. sprit attention occurs when respondents must

attend to murtipre sources of information at the same time

and learning is hampered when these sources must be

integrated.

The research conducted by GeJ-levij et al- (2002)

examining these two confJ-icting theories used instructional
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materi-af in a written text only, and a written text with

visual- il-Iustrations. Gellevij et af (2002) designed

instruction manuars for J-earning a complex computer program

through self-instruction. One version of the manual

contained only verbal- information. The other version

incruded screen captures (displays of the computer screen)

The screen captures were designed to support three of the

four key functions for such pictures (developing a mental_

model- of the program; verifying screen states that the

respondent is on the right track; identifying and locating

window el-ements and ob;ects; the fourth that ,/üas not tested

h/as switching attention from manua] to the screen of the

computer) . During the course of the experiment participants

would reach screens where they were asked to fill in the

current time and answer questions about cognitive load.

After each chapter respondents were given a test. The

training time was used as an indicator of the ease of use

of the manual. The resul-ts indicated that the training time

for the visual/verbal- manual- was significantly l_ess than

for the verbal- only manual_, indicating that the

visual/verbaÌ manual was easier to use. users of the

visual/verbaÌ manua]s also had significantly higher ratings

on training tasks. The researchers concl-uded that the
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combination, or multimodal- method, had superior effects on

learning.

SimilarJ-y, in the marketing field, EdelÌ and Staefin

(1983) found that the use of visual and verbal content lvas

superior to the use of just verba] content or just visual-

content. Edell- and Stael-in (1983) conducted research in

which they examined the processing of visual_s versus

verbal-s in print advertising and the resulting effects on

memory by measuring recal-r. fn their experiment EdelI and

Staefin used three manipulations: one version of the ad

with onJ-y verbal- content; one version of the ad with verbal

and pictures; and the third version with just pictures. The

resufts indicated superior recafl of brand-rel_evant items

and aspects of the advertisements for the messages with

both verbal information and pictures. Respondents ar-so

exhibited higher attitudes toward the ad and the brand with

the ads containj-ng both visuals and verbal content.

In an experiment by Unnava and Burnkrant (1991), they

examined more closely the rerationship between the verbal

content and the visual-s. These researchers contended that

verbal- content that evoked images (the example they used to

ill-ustrate this point was a table) would make pictures

redundant and in those cases the pictures woul-d not

increase recafr of that attribute information. However, in
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the case where the verbal content was not image-provoking

(the exampJ-e they used was f reedom) , the addition of

pictures exemplifying an attribute woufd enhance recal_f of

that attribute information. To test this contention, they

designed a 2X2 experiment.

The first factor was imagery (high versus Ìow) of the

verbaf content of the ad. The second factor was the

presence or absence of pictures. These researchers then

measured recall- and delayed reca1J-, but did not measure any

other outcome variabl-es. The results indicated that in

cases where the verbal content was not particularly image-

provoking, the use of pictures increased deJ_ayed recall

scores. In the case where image-provoking verbaf content

was used, the addition of pictures did not significantly

increase delayed recall- measures. In the fatter case, the

verbaf content is believed to initiate dual processing

because the respondent develops the images in their mind.

unnava and Burnkrant conclude that their research resurts

demonstrate the power of image processing and its impact in

moderating the effects of pictures in prínt advertising.

These resul-ts have been supported by similar research

(Burns, Biswas and Babin 1993; Smith I99U Childers and

Houston I9B4) .
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In summary the dual_ processing model previously

discussed has demonstrated the importance of vi-suafs in

increasing the memory and recafl- of information (paivio

r911', 1986), but not necessariry the persuasiveness of the

communicated message (McQuarrie and Mick Iggg) . As

effective as visual-s are, research has also demonstrated

the superlority of visuars with verbal- content to impact

learning and recalf of both the communj-cation detail-s and

product detairs (Gel-l-evij et al- 2002; Edel-l and Staelin

1983).

fn a seminaf work by childers, Houston and Heckler

(1985), they examined the possibiÌity t.hat peopJ_e may

prefer to process their information either visually or

verbalJ-y. childers et af examined research that had been

conducted to try and test a respondent's propensity to

process information either visually or verbal_ly. Through

this work, Chil-ders et al_ developed their StyJ_e of

Processing questionnaire that examines di-fferences in

preferences for verbaf or visuaf information. These

researchers examined the Visual/Verball-zer euestionnaire

(vvQ) developed by Richardson (rgii) and Gordon, s (rg4g)

Test of visual rmagery control (vrc). The vve is a 15 item

scal-e developed to differentiate between peopre who

typically engage in verbal or visual processing. The vrc
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uses a twelve-item scal_e to assess a person, s ability to

control their imagery, or their abiJ-ity to picture images

when processing information.

Both of t.hese scafes have deficiencies. The VVe has

relativeJ-y low internal- consistency and the test-retest

reriability is also quite low. The vrc was found to have

relativel-y fow reliabil-ity coefficients, and vrlestcott and

Rosenstock (r91 6) hypothesized that the scare may not be

unidimensional-. Therefore, to overcome the deficiencies in

the avail-able scal-es, Childers et aI modified the

visual/Verbarizer Questionnaire to deverop the styte of

Processing Questionnaire.

rn the development and testing of the new scafe, these

researchers found the internal consistency of the scale was

an improvement over the visual/verbafizer euestionnaire.

Furthermore, confirmatory factor analysis demonstrated that

t.he visual and the verbal components were independent.

chifders et ar al-so found that the scal-e demonstrated

discriminate validity. rmportant to this research childers,

Houston and Heckl-er found in the deveropment and testing of

the style of Processing questionnaire, that respondents

demonstrated differences in preference for visuaf versus

verba] information. They found that some peopre prefer to
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process information visualry and others prefer information

in verbal content.

Gould (1990) examj-ned style of information processing

and its rel-ation to involvement with products, shopping

behavior (visual-izíng the products whife making a shopping

fist), and the trait of self-consciousness. Based on the

respondents' answers on the styre of processing Scare (sop)

(chiJ-ders, Houston and Heckler 1985), he sorted respondents

into four categories: low processors; high verbals; high

visual-s; and high processors. GouÌd found that there h/ere

significant differences between the four categories of

processors and their impact on the independent variables.

Shopping visualization was clearly related to a

visualization style with High processors and High

Visuafizers more like1y to visualize or plan a shopping

trip. High Processors and High Visual-izers ar-so reported

being more publicly and privately self-conscious.

rndividual-s who are High Processors tended to be more

involved in magazines. Gourd concluded that people who are

highly responsive to both verbaf and visual cues may be

more highty invofved with magazines because of the dual-

verbar and visuaf nature of the medium. Gould also found

that High Processors and High Verbalizers were more

i-nvol-ved in books. He concluded that a person, s preference
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for either visuaÌ or verbaÌ processing seems to infruence

their invol-vement with product.s that are more verbaf or

visuaf in nature.

LeBarbera, weingard and yorkston (1998) investigated

dj-fferences in processing styres and the possible impact on

consumer attltudes and purchase intentions. These

researchers examined personality types on the basis of

Jung's type theory (1923, 1911). Jung,s type dimensions

represent polar opposites: extroversion versus

introversion; thinking versus feeling,. and sensing versus

intuiting. LeBarbera et al's (1998) research focused on the

sensing versus intuiting dimension of Jung's types. Jung, s

theory (1923, r917) contends that whire everyone perceives

information through both sensing and intuiting methods,

peopre typically do not use each method with equar ease.

Typicarly, peopre feel more comfortable with one method to

interpret information. According to Jung, s type theory,

intuitives see the big picture; they possess information in

"gestaIt" manner.

on the other hand, sensors see the trees rather than

the forest. Sensors demonstrate a need for hard facts,

coupled with a strong attention to detail (Blaylock and

Rees I9B4; Jung 1923, 791I; Myers IgBl; Schweiger 1985).

From this LeBarbera et al (1998) hypothesized that
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individuafs would prefer images and advertisements that

were consistent with their information processing styres,

based on their personality type. They further hypothesized

that these preferences would impact respondents'

indications of purchase intentions. The experiment

consisted of eight advertisements consisting of sensor and

intuitive versions for four fictitious brand products. The

respondents viewed the ads and were asked questions to

determine their eval-uation of the ads image appeal, overalì_

evaluation, and purchase intention. The respondents were

then asked questions used as a manipufation check.

After rating the ads, the respondents were then asked

questions from the Myers-Briggs Type fndicator to

their personality type (sensor or intuitive). The

strongly supported LeBarbera et al_,s hypothesis.

researchers examined the resul-ts for each product

(LeBarbera et al used stereo equipment, retirement

orange juice, and mattresses in the advertisements

experiment), these results hel-d true regardless of

determine

results

When the

category

savings,

in the

the

product category. LeBarbera et al conclude that the

findings of their research supports the idea that

understanding preferences for information processing is

important in understanding and predicting how consumers may

interpret and respond to marketing messages. other research
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has supported these resufts by demonstrating that

advertising is more effective when it provides information

in a manner that is congruent with the communicatj-on

preferences of the audience (McBride 1988,. yorkston and

LaBarbera 1991; LaBarbera, Weingard and yorkston 1998).

If research has indicated the superiority of a

verbar/visual combination in communications, then how can

the differences in preferences of communication processing

styles be accounted for in devel_oping effective

communication? In research conducted in the U. S. , larger

pictures or ill-ustrations produced better learning (Koslyn

and Alper 1911,' Koslyn 1980) The research conducted by

these researchers supported the long held "square root l-arn/,,

in advertising, which basicalry states that the recognítion

of print ads increases with the square of the il_rustratj-on

size. For exampl-e these researchers found twice as much ad

recognition with four times the picture size. rn addition

research conducted by Rossiter and percy (1978, percy and

Rossiter 1980) and by MitchetJ- and ol-son (rg1j, 1981) found

that the size of the il-rustration not only had an impact on

ad recognition, but arso had a posltive impact on attitude

toward the ad and attitude toward the brand. Therefore,

research in the u.s. has demonstrated that the size of the

visuaf e]ements has a positive impact not just on memory
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responses, but al-so on evaluate responses (Rossiter and

Percy I918, 1980; Mitchefl and Ol_son \911, 1981).

Bezjian-Avery, Calder, and Iacobucci (1998), examined

the Iinear fl-ow of traditional advertising versus the

hierarchicaf tree method of interactive media: ads where

the visual- erements dominated the message versus ads where

the verbal information dominated,. and processing style

preferences (visual preference versus verbaf preference) .

They examined the impact of these variables on recall,

attitude toward the âd, attitude toward the brand, and

purchase intentions.

As expected, they found that verbaÌly oriented

consumers attuned to the verbaf content of the ad and

visually oriented peopJ-e attuned to the visual- content of

the ad. The presentation of either predominately verbal

information or predominately visuar information had impact

on the outcome variables of attitude toward the âd,

attitude toward the brand, and purchase intentions. vlhere

the information lvas presented in a manner consistent with

their processing preference, ei_ther visuafly dominate

information or verbally dominate informatj-on, then

evaruation of attitude toward the ad and brand and purchase

intentions were more posit.ive.
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The research by EdeIl and Stalelin (1983) and

supported by others (Geffevij et al 2002; Rossiter IgB2) has

indicated the superiority of using communications with both

verbal and visual el-ements. Furthermore, research indicates

that peopre exhibit preferences for communication with

either the visual elements dominating or the verbal

inf ormation dominating (chirders et ar 1985.. Goul_d 1990 ) .

Research conducted by Bez)ian-Avery, calder and racobucci

demonstrates that communication is most effective when

sensitive to processing preferences.

All of this research in the marketing field examining

visual and verbal information, processing styres, and the

impact on outcome variables, has been conducted using

advertising. Advertising, s purpose primarily is to be

persuasive in nature, thus the concern for and emphasis in

the research to determine the verba]/visual impact on not

onry increase recalf, but also on persuasion (Bovee and

Arens 1989, Arens 2000).

rnformation Processing and Technicar Documentation

Technical documentation differs from advertising in

that consumers usuafly do not use or have access to the

information on assembly and the owner, s manual- untir after
the purchase. Technical documentatj_on instructs consumers
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on hov'/ to assembl-e and operate the product and troubl_e

shoot probrems that may occur whire using the product.

TypicalJ-y, then, technicar documentation does not have the

purpose of persuasion. rts purpose is to teach consumers

how to assemble and use the product (Dorbin 1989; Milfer

1989; Redish and Schel_l 1989) . Therefore, ease of use of
the technical- information provided in the documentation is
a prime consideration when developing the technical

documentation that accompanies any product. Different

purposes are important in designing communications (Bovee

and Arens 1989, Arens 2O0I) . The research of Gellevij et aÌ
(2002) did examine the impact of multimodal_ communications

on learning, and found that a combination of both verbar

and visual information was superior for ease of use and

learning. However, their research did not examine the

possib]-e impact preferences for processing might have.

As previously indicated, Gellevij et af (2002)

establ-ished the superiority of using both visual and verbal_

content in a learning environment. Research in the

advertising field has demonstrated that in persuasive

communications, consumers have demonstrated a preference

for either verbal or visuaf information (chitders, Houston

and Heckler 1985; Goufd 1990) . This research will expand on

the work of Gellevij et ar (2002) by a.r-so examining
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communication with both vi-sual and verbal- erements used to

inform/teach as wel-l as examining preferences for either

visuar or verbaf dominance. This research wil-f attempt to

add to the understanding in the learning fiel-d by adding

preferences to the work by Gellevij et al (2002) . This

research will a.l-so expand understanding by examining

preferences for information erucidated in the advertising

fiefd to determine if this wifl hotd true in the J_earning

fiefd of technicaf documentatj-on. Therefore, this research

should afso effectively expand our understanding of the use

of visual-s and verbal- el-ements in devei-oping effective

marketing communications .

Organization of Information

The research just discussed was conducted by Bezjian-

Avery and her associates (1998). It not only examined

preference for type of information, but the research al_so

supports the idea that differences in the organization of

information may be important when designing communications.

Part of these researchers' experiment was to examj-ne

differences when advertising information was presented

linearly (as in a typicar advertising format for example

tel-evision) or when it was presented in a hierarchicar

format (as in an internet interactive format). Their
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research indicated differences in preferences for

information presented in a linear fashion or a hlerarchicaf

fashion. Bezjian-Avery et af (1998) demonstrated that

consumers exhibit different preferences for how the

informatj-on was organized.

In the education field there is evidence of

differences for preference in the organization of

information. Gregorc (7982) developed the Transaction

Ability rnventory to describe adul-ts, method of interacting

with their environment. Two of the categories are rabeled

sequential and random. when people have a preference for

sequential, the preferred style is a step-by-step method of

instructions. rn what Greqorc call-s random, peopte see the

holistic view. They prefer instructions that demonstrate

how the parts or pieces atl- f it into the whor-e picture.

Likewise, Pask (r916) cJ-assifies learning styles into

holistic and serial-istic. Hol-ists are those who seek to

personaJ-J-ze knowledge and to interrel-ate ideas j_nto the

whole. on the other hand, serialists prefer a narro\^/ focus,

concentrating cautiousÌy on details and logical

connections.

In research conducted with teachers, FulJ_er et al
(2000) used four categories from Gregorc's Transaction

Ability rnventory. rn further development of these four
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categories, Butfer (1984) conducted extensive research to

develop styJ-es summaries for each of the categories. This

included the sequentiaJ- and random (horistic) styles. rn

the pilot research by Fulrer et af (2000), they conducted

surveys of teachers who were offering courses on-line.

These teachers !üere asked a battery of personality

questions from the Myers-Briggs survey, questions from the

Transaction AbiÌity rnventory, attitudes about teaching and

learning on-line, their satisfaction with the learning

environment, and their future intention to be invorved in

on-line rearning. Fufter et al- found that the respondent, s

learning styJ-e did impact comfort or preference with the

learning environment.

In another research conducted in the education

setting, only this time with students, the research once

again found differences in J-earning styles (Karjala 1993).

Karj ala conducted research with Japanese and u. s. coJ-lege

students. This researcher contended that culture provides

consistent guides for how peopì-e view and interpret their

worl-d. Karjala proposed that culture would guide how people

sel-ect and organize information and, therefore, would

process and store information differently. fn hj_s

experiment, students were given information that incfuded

three dj-fferent information types: cofor vs. shape vs.
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l-ocation. The students were given the information and were

given five mlnutes to process the information. Then the

researcher gave the respondents arithmetic problems to

cl-ear short-term memory. The respondents were then all-owed

eight minutes to free recall. Next, the respondents were

given the same information back again with target

informat.ion missing and they vúere given six minutes to fil-r

in the missing information. The resul-ts from the experiment

demonstrated that the J-earning styles used by the

respondents in this research vvere synthetic and anarytical.

Karjal-a's research results indicated that the Japanese

students exhibited the synthetic style, combining ideas to

create a complex whol-e and storing information types more

evenJ-y than the U.S. studentst or in other words these

respondents exhibited hol_istic learning styJ_es . The U. S .

students exhibited an analytic style in that they broke

down the information into discrete pieces of information,

storing one type of information over another, similar to a

seriafistlc learning styte.

Technicaf documentation is designed with the purpose

of teaching consumers how to assembfe and/or use a product.

Exploration of learning styles in this setting would seem

appropriate. More specifically the learning styles

categories of holistic, needing to see how the parts and
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pr-eces are part of the whol-e, ve-rsus seriaÌistic, needing

to see the process step-by-step, would seem to be

appropriate with technicaÌ documentation. This research

proposes to apply the educational_ l_iterature in the

marketj-ng setting and attempt to increase understanding of

learning styles and the communicatj_ons process.

Culture and Learning:

Humans are progranìmed by their curture in how to

assign meani-ng to what they see and hear (Hofstede rg}4,

McCracken 1986) . Friedmann (1986) contends that the meaning

consumers derive from advertising and other marketing

stimuli may be influenced by their cul-ture. This is

supported by the experiment of Karjala (1993) just

discussed, where he made the contention that curture

provides the guide for viewing and interpreting information

and that different groups process and store information

differently based on their culturall_y provided guides. Many

marketing researchers have simirarry argued the importance

of cufture in analyzing consumer response to marketing

communications (clark 1990,' Farley and Lehmann rgg4; Takada

and Jain 1997; TayJ-or, MiracJ_e and Vüil_son lggj). The next

section wiÌl cover cuJ-ture, a culture framework for the
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current research, and

culture in this resea

research supporting the use

rch will- be discussed.

of

Cu]-ture

V'lhen examining the concept of culture, many

definitions of cufture exist. Robock and Simmonds (1989)

have referred to cufture as the set of fearned norms that

condition a populatj-ons' behavior. Hofstede (1984)

defines culture as:

"the interactive aggregate of common characteristics
that infl-uences a group's response to its environment

. the col-lective programming of the mind which
distinguishes the members of one human group from
another" (27) .

McCracken (1986) refers to cul_ture as a "Iens" that

imbues the worl-d with meaning. One of the most

comprehensive definitions comes from a consensus of

anthropological definitions as quoted by Kluckhohn (1951):

"Culture consists in patterned \^/ays of thinking,
feeling and reacting, acquired and transmit.ted mainly
by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievements
of human groups, including their embodiments in
artifacts; the essentiaf core of culture consists of
traditional (i.e. historically derived and sefected)
ideas and especially their attached val-ues" (86, 5) .

SimiJ-arIy, Kale (1991) referred to culture as a series

of learned responses that are a resuft of a "coll-ective

mental- progranìming." rnherent in arl of these def initions

is the concept that through cufture individuaÌs fearn to
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assign meaning to what they see. According to Kale (1991),

this col-l-ective programming then affects all aspects of a

marketing transaction and this would encompass the

technical communications incfuded with the product. This

concept makes culture and cul-tural differences important

whenever t.he research of internationaf communications is

undertaken -

Cross-cul-turaf research is increasing in the marketing

communications field. Albers-Miller and Gel_b (1996) noted

that while there is a call- for "mul-tidisciplinary

approaches" in researching marketing communications,

historically few researchers have used a theory or modef of

cufture to support their research. One framework,

Hofstede's cul-tural dimensions (1980; I9B4) is now being

increasingly used in the research of cross-cul-turaf

differences (Alber-Mifler and Gelb 7996; CutIer, Erdem, and

Javalgi 1991; Frith and Sengupta 1991; and Kale and

Mclntyre 1991) .

Prior to the 1980's the concept of cufture was a

rather "fùzzy" construct (Kim et al 1994) . Cul_ture had many

definJ-tions, but in the field of cross-cultural psychology

researchers had experienced difficulty in operational-j- zíng

the concept of culture (Rohner 1984; Kim et al_ 1_994) . The

research of culture had largely been defined by its
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comparative methodologies rather than its coherence of

content (Triandis 1980; Kim et al_ 7gg4) .

Whil-e working for a J_arge multi-national company,

Geert Hofstede real-ized a need for businesses to be able to

compare cultures and adapt to cultural differences. In

1980, Hofstede pubJ_ished the resufts of a large mufti-

nationaf research conducted with more than 117,000 IBM

empJ-oyees in 66 countries. rn this exproratory research, he

used factor analysis and discovered four cufturaf

dimensions. Hofstede Ìabefed these cuftural dimensions:

Individual-ism versus Collectivism; Uncertainty Avoidance;

Power Distance; and Mascufinity versus Femininity. since

Hofstede's research, other researchers have attempted to

explore one or more of these dimensj-ons at greater depth.

Referred to as the academic seed, this area of research has

been "watered" by Harry Triandis and his coÌ]eagues (Kim et

aI 1994) .

Hofstede's work has been recognized as providing

structure for the concept of cufture and also revitali zinq

cross-cul-tural- psychology by providing a theoretical

framework and a way of operationali zinq cul-ture to provide

a method of cultural comparison (Kim et al 1994) . This

cultural framework has been acknowfedged as a way of

providing integrat.ion of knowledge within the disciplines
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of psychology ( such as cognition, deve-lopment, social,

organizationaf and clinical psychology) and across

discipJ-ines (such as anthropology, socioi-ogy, economics,

and management) and suggesting convergence across different

methodoÌogies (Rohner 1984) .

Not only has Hofstede's work sparked interest in his

dimensions, spawning research to try and further refine or

develop his model of cufture, but also research to explore

other possibl-e cul-tura1 dimensions. several_ models of

culture have come forth that have developed or expJ_ored

dimensions of cul-ture.

Schwartz (1990) developed a moder of culture that

incJ-uded cuf turaf dimensions of sel-f-direction,

stimuÌation, hedonj-sm, achievement, security, restricted

conformity, traditional-ism, universalism and power.

schwartz' dimensions of sei-f-direction, stimulation,

hedonism, and achievement correspond closery to the concept

of individualism. SchwarLz's dimensions of security,

restricted conformity, traditionaJ-ism, and benevolence

correspond to col-lectivism (Triandis 1994). Therefore,

Triandis contends that while the labefs have change, the

modei- is very similar to Hofstede, s.

Fiske (1990) developed a moder of cul_ture based on the

way individual-s relate to each other. rn Fiske, s modef, the
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cultural dimensions are referred to as: communal sharing,-

authority ranking; equal-ity matching; and market pricing.

communal- sharing is simirar to coflectivism. The dimension

of authority ranking emphasizes por^/er distance. Equality

matching corresponds to individualísm (Triandis 1994).

Thus, research into cul-tural- differences has focused

on the concept of finding and exploring various cultural

dimensions. But, al-Ì of this research has converged on the

same patterns of social behavior (Triandis 1994).

Whil-e Hofstede's initial work was conducted over 20

years âgo, more recentry samli (1995) conducted an analysís

of Hofstede's dimensions. The dimensions of rndividualism

versus Coflectivism, Power Distances, and Uncertainty

Avoidance v!,ere analyzed to determine the ways in which they

might impact marketing. Saml_1 found that these three

dimensions shoul-d have an impact on the ways information is

processed,' val-ues; consumption patterns; purchase behavior;

affinity to new ideas. Particular to this research is the

impact on the ways information is processed.

Therefore, many of the models of curture either spring

from Hofstede's work or have developed dimensions similar

to Hofstede's. Since Hofstede,s work is seen as the..seed,,

from which the area of cufturar research has devetoped; it

is rel-atively easy to measure each of the dimensions,. and
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the precedence has been set for its use in researching

cross-cul-tural differences in marketing communications

(Al-bers-Mil-Ìer and Gefb 1996,' Benedi-ct, Steenkamp, ter

Hofstede and Wedel 1999; Chang and Lim 2002,' Dawar and

Parker I994, Kale 199I; Lynn, Zinkhan, and Harris 1993;

Moss and Vj-nten 200I; Murphy 7999; Samli 1995; Zhang and

Gelb I996) Hofstede's culturaf model- (1980, I984, 1999,

200I; Hofstede and Bond 19BB) will be examj-ned for use in

this research.

DEVELOPMENT OF CULTURJAT DIMENSIONS

In Hofstede's (1980) development of culturaf

dimensions he proposes three l-evels of mental programming

(see figure 2.I). The most basic l-evel of mentaÌ

programming is the universaf l-evef, which is that

programming shared by almost al-l- humans. The universal

l-evel- incl-udes the biological "operating systems" which

incfudes behaviors such as J-aughing and weeping. The second

l-evel- of mental programming is the col-l-ective level. This

is programming that is shared with some peopte but not with

others. This is the fevel that is common to people

belonging to groups and is where cultural progranìming would

take place. The third l-evel of mental programming is the
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Collective

Universal

IGURE I Tluee Levels of Uniqueness in Human Mental Progranrming

individual levef that j-ncfudes individual- d.ifferences,

those that are unique to the individual-. whife individual

differences are of j-nterest to marketers, when

communicating with mass audiences, of major interest to

marketers are the universal and coflective level_s of mental

programming. Hofstede researched the col-lective revel of

mental programming to develop his cultural_ dimensions since

this is where cul-ture is progranmed and cultural_

differences would be evident.

Previous to Geert Hofstede's cross-cul-tural research,

some researchers had proposed culturaf dimensions

(Kluckhohn 1962, Rokeach 1973) . AnthropoJ-ogist Kl-uckhohn

proposed that there exist universal categorj_es of culture

that need to be exprored. Even though others had proposed

cul-tural- dimensions, Hofstede's research conducted from
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1966-\918 constituted the rargest and most extensive cross-

cultura] research of its time. Hofstede had undertaken this

seminal work to find a way to understand and compare

cultures by discovering other underlying cuftural_ dimension

proposed by KJ-uckhohn (1962) . when Hofstede analyzed the

data at the group ]evef , he found four unclerJ-ying culturaÌ

dj-mensions: Individualism versus Coll_ectivism,. power

Distance,' Uncertainty Avoidance,. and Masculinity versus

Femininity.

fndividua]-ism versus Col]-ectivism

According to Hofstede (1980 and 7984) rndividualism

versus Col-lectivism (IDV) deals with the prevailing

rerationship between indivj-dual-s and sociar groups within

the culture. Hofstede states that this cul_turaf dimension

is not only a matter of "hrays of livíng together, " but is

also linked to societal- norms G984, pg- r4g) - Therefore,

rDV affects peoples' mentar programming, or the way they

assign meaning to the stimufi around them.

Hofstede (1980 and r9B4) contends that cultures hlqh

individualism may focus on attaining indivldual goals,

whil-e cultures l-ow in individuar-ism may be tightly knit,

focusing on the good of society. This is consistent with

Hal-l- ' s cul-tural- model- of high context versus row context.
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Hall- (1969) contends that in individual_istic societies

inhabitants have fittle involvement with each other.

Therefore, the rich sharing of information does not take

place. Low-context societies of HatI's model, then, are

consistent with the societies high in Individualism in

Hofstede's model.

Markus and Kitayama (1991) developed a cuftural theory

of independent and interdependent seff-constructs that

corresponds with the constructs of individual_ism and

colfectivism. They contend that these sel-f-constructs

affect the \n¡ay individuats think, perceive themselves, feel

emotions and act. Their modef can be itl_ustrated by the

following:

Culture elf-construcHognition
(values, attitudes,
behaviors, norms, etc.

Hofstede (1991) argues that the purpose of education is

perceived differently between the poles of individuafism

and col-l-ectivism. rn the individuafistic society, there is

a tendency towards learning to cope with new, unknown,

unforeseen situatj-ons. Similarly, Hsu (1985), pratt (1991),

and Traindis (1989) provide evidence that Chinese and

western concepts of "self" offer posslble explanations for

the impact of cul-ture on cognitive styres. rn an earl- j_er

emotions,
& motivation
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work, Triandis (r912) argued that cul_ture resufts in the

automatic processing of information, because cufture

specifies what is worth noticing, and how it is to be

evaluated.

The research conducted by Karjala (1993) has

demonstrated that people from col-fective cul_tures tend to

interpret communications syntheticaJ,ly, whereas

individualistic cuftures tend to interpret communications

in an analyticaf style. Thus, individuatistic cul_tures

woul-d tend to break down information into pieces and

colfective cuftures would tend to combine information to

create a complex whole.

t,üith researchers contending that the impact of

individualism/cotlectivism, s on cognition and patterns of

sociar behavlor, Triandis (1989) argued that the importance

of the cross-cul-tural- research of this particular cul_tural

dimension could not be overstated.

Uncertainty Avoidance

Hofstede's (1980 and r9B4) cultural dimension of

uncertainty Avoidance (uAr) is the degree to which a

cufture will tol-erate ambiguity and change. ways of coping

with uncertainty belong to the cul-tural_ heritage of the

societies and are passed on, or transferred and reinforced
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through societies' basic institutions. Societies differ in

their societal- norms for tolerating ambiguity or

uncertainty avoidance. According to Hofstede, cuftures fow

in uncertainty avoidance are willing to take more risks and

have a preference for broad guidelines, there shoufd be as

few rules as possibl-e and if the rules that exist cannot be

kept, those ru-les should be changed. fn addltion, in

cul-tures l-ow in UAI rules may be broken for pragmatic

reasons. v{hereas cultures high in uncertainty avoidance are

risk adverse and exhibit a preference for clear

requj-rements and guidelines. rn cul-tures hiqh in uAr ruf es

shoul-d not be broken. There is a need for written rules and

if rul-es cannot be kept the sentiment exj_sts that the

offenders need to change and start fol-lowing the rules

(Hofstede 1980,7984, and 1990). Furthermore, this UAI

dimension is afso rel-ated to anxiety, need for securit.y,

dependence on experts, and the appJ_ication of information

(Albers-Mil-l-er and Gel-b L996) .

Research Use Of Hofstede's Dimensions

Hofstede' cuftural dimensions have been applied in

diverse areas of marketing research such as purchasing

(MitcheIl and Vassos 7991), distribution channefs

arrangements (Kale and Mclntyre 1997), customer
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innovativeness (Steenkamp, ter Hofstede and Wedel 1999),

and information processing (Steinwachs Ig99) . However, the

area of marketing where the majority of research apptying

these cuÌtural- dimensions occurs is in the area of

marketing communications. Research to determine effective

use of promotional- tool-s, such as advertising, promotions

and sa]-es, in a mufticul-tural business arena has been the

setting for research using Hofstede's model.

Frith and Sengupta (1991), in conducting advertising

content analysis with ads from three different counties,

were able to demonstrate how a country, s score on the

rndividual dimension coufd explain culturaf differences in

advertising technique.

Zhang and Gelb (1996) conducted experiments to examine

culturally different consumers' reactions to various ads.

zhang and Gelb developed ads with either an individual-istic

appeal or col-l-ectivistic appeal. These ads were then shown

to both chinese and u.s. respondents. The results showed

that the u.s. subjects had a significant preference for the

individuarist ads while the chinese showed a significant

preference for the coffectivistic ads.

In an examination of ads from 11 countries, Afbers-

MiIfer and Gel-b (1996) tried to determine whether

advertising content mirrored predictable differences in
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cul-tures. The researchers coded the ads for appeal and

correl-ated the advertising appear with Hofstede's cultural

dimensions indices. They found signlficant support for 1B

of their 30 hypothesized rerationships. They concfuded that

the method that they used for this particular research

demonstrated that some countries simply had more

advertising appeals of all- kinds. Therefore, in comparing

those countries that had more advertising appeals with

countries that had fewer appeals, absolute differences may

disappear, but proportiona.l- dif ferences may not. Albers-

Miller and GeIb concluded that their research results

provided one more reason for hesitating when advised to

standardize marketing communications.

Hofstede/ s cultural_ dimensions have also been applied

to research investigating \^/ays to improve the effectiveness

of the promotional function of sal-es in industrial

marketing. Lackman, Conway, Hanson and Lansa (I99i)

compared cultures in the U.S., Japan, and Latin America.

They found substantial- differences between these cultures

consistent with Hofstede's research. Murphy (1999) used

these dimensions to examine sal-es practices in Austraria

and New ZeaIand. Whil-e results provided mixed support for

Hofstede's dimensions, Murphy concl-uded that curture has an
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impact on al-l- aspects of sal-es force response to sal_es

practices.

Roth (1995) related differences on Hofstede's

dimensions to the need to customize brand j-mage to improve

brand performance. And lastry, in the area of marketing

promotions, Kal-e (1991) used Hofstede,s dimensions

successfully as a framework to compare customer receptivity

to marketing communications across cuftures.

These researchers have demonstrated a precedence for

the successful- application of Hofstede, s cultural

dimensions to marketing research. Therefore, this research

vvas conducted to examine cuftural- difference using two of

these dimensions, rndividuafism and uncertainty Avoidance.

Criticism and Support, for Hofstede, s Model

First of alJ-, it must be acknowredged that there have

been critj-cisms reveled at Hofstede's work. specificalJ_y,

the greatest criticism is that the data used by Hofstede to

develop his modef of cufturar dimensions was col_rected from

respondents alr working for rBM. since the respondents alr

worked for a corporati-on known for having a strong

corporate culture, the critiques question whether the

respondents are representative of their native culture
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(Banai r9B2; Kidd 1982,' Merker 7982; Robinson 1983,. Rose

1986; Sorge 1983; Triandis 7982).

rn order to expricate this major criticism Mikael-

Sondergaard (I994) undertook the task of examining

research, both published and unpublished, that used

Hofstede's model. Two of sondergaard's findings are

important to the research at hand. Firstly, sondergaard

found empirical uses that either duplicated the framework

or made adjustments to the framework. rf, as the critiques

claim, the respondents used in Hofstede's work are not

representative of their native cultures, then the cul_tural

dimensions deveroped from Hofstede's research would be

suspect. on the other hand , if these dimensions are indeed

part of an effective model of cul-ture, then reprications

should discover the same dimensions.

Hoppe's (7992) research in nineteen different.

countries provided strong support for Hofstede, s

dimensions. sondergaard found fifteen other replications:

Lowe L994; chew and putti 1995,' chow et ar rggr,. westwood

and Everett I9B1; Fidalgo 1993,. pooyam IgB4; Maldonado

1983; Yeh 1988,' punnett and whitney 198Bi Huo and Randall

1997; Forss 1989; Dunphy and shi 1986; Ashkanini r9B4;

seddon 1983; Redding 1982. Sondergaard (rgg4) concl_uded

after examining sixty-one replications that while numerous
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non-confirmations were expected due to the complex nature

of cross-cuftural- studies, Hofstede, s findings were

confirmed.

rn addition to these studies, sondergaard (rgg4) found

thirteen other studies asking questions different than from

Hofstede survey that disprayed resufts that supported one

or more of Hofstede's cultural- dimensions. ExampJ-es of

research confirming one or more of Hofstede's cuftural

dimensi-ons incfude research that studied twenty-two social

rerationships among respondents from Japan, Hong Kong, and

rtaJ-y and found dif f erences simil-ar to Hof stede's

rndividual-ism-coltectivism (Argyle et al- 1986). A research

of respondents from Hong Kong and the U.S. found

differences simifar to the rndividualism and the power

Distance dlmensions (Bond et a.l_ 1985 ) . Research conducted

by stroetzel (1983) conducted in nine European countries

reveal-ed a sprit identical to Hof stede's high and J_ow power

societies.

secondly, sondergaard (1994) arso found research using

Hofstede's dimensions as a paradigm in which the survey

questions and the cultural- dimensions were used as "taken-

for-granted assumptions" (p.a53). of interest to this

current research, Hofstede's cuftural dimensions are now

being used as a conceptual framework to exprain the
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infl-uence of culture on research topics. sondergaard's non-

exhaustive search found 21 4 citations i-n which Hofstede's

cul-tural dimensj-ons r,{ere used as a paradigm. The use of

Hofstede's dimensions is evident in the marketing field as

well. Hof stede's cul-tural- dimensions have been applied to

sal-es practices in the sal-es management arena (Murphy

1999), and to brand image and performance (Roth 1995). The

use of Hofstede's work in the fiefd of cross-cul-turaf

advertising is more prevalent (Albers-MilÌer and Gelb 1996;

Biswas, O]sen and Carle 1992; Cutler, Erdem and Javalgi

1991; zhang and Gelb 7996) . Research in the marketing fietd

has demonstrated the applicabirity of Hofstede's cultural

dimensions to cross-cul-turaf research.

Summary

Developing effectj-ve communications to an often times

mul-tj--cultural- audience has been driving a great deal- of

research in marketing communications. Two areas of interest

in differences in murtinational- consumers' communication

styres, namely amount of information (or Visuaf Dominance

versus verbar Dominance) and organization of rnformation

(either holistically or serial-istically) are examined.

Marketing researchers have made a cafl_ for a

multidisciplinary approach to investigating cross-cu.lturaf
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communications (Arbers-Miller and GeJ-b \996, Zinkhan rgg4) .

Historically, few researchers have used a theory, framework

or moder to support their research (Al_bers-Mil_ler and Gelb

1996) . More recently the work of Hofstede has successfully

been applied to cross-cultural research, and in parti_cular,

to cross-cuÌtural- marketing communications. Folrowing this
precedence, two of Hofstede's cultural- dimensions (1980,

7984) are used in this current cross-cul-tural_

communications research. rn the next chapter the model will

be discussed with the rel-ationship between the independent

variabfes of amount of information and organization of

information, the moderating impact of cul_tural antecedents,

and the dependent variabl-es.
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CHAPTER 3

DEVELOPMENT OF MODEL AI,ID HYPOTHESIS

The Conceptua]- Model

As discussed in the previous chapters, in this

research of technical- documentation the concepts of

Domj-nance of fnformation and organization of TnformatÍon

are explored. The impact of cul-ture on respondents'

eval-uation of the technical documentation is al-so examined.

When developing a conceptual model- for this current

research, a search of the literature to find an establ-ished

model- that expl-ored communicatj-ons and eval-uative outcomes

was undertaken. One model that \^/as developed to examine

extrinsic cues (such as price, brand name or marketinq

information) impact on perceptions of Percej-ved euality and

Perceived Value moderated by country name was developed by

Teas and Agarwal (2000).

The Teas and AgarwaÌ (2000) model is based on the

relationship between the extrinsic cues of marketing

communications and the outcome variabl-es of perceived

Quality and Perceived Value. Since this relationship was

establ-ished in the Means-End model_ of Zeitham] (1988), this

portion of the Means-End are discussed first, then the

development of the Teas and Agarwal (2000) modet are
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examined. The further development of the Teas and Agarwal

modef for use in this research are then examined.

rn the seminal work of Zeithmaf (1988), the Means-End

chain approach to understanding the cognitive structure of

information the consumer retains in memory has severaf

levels of abstraction. consumers' organized information

ranging from simple attributes, such as the physical

attributes (Myers and shocker 1981), to complex attributes,

such as personal values. Within these Ìevel_s of

abstraction, Zeithmaf (1988) explored and developed the

outcome concepts of perceived euality and perceived Varue.

rn the expJ-oratory research to develop the Means-End

model-, Zeithaml (1988) found, consj_stent with the

literature, that Perceived euarity is an overal-l- evafuation

(oJ-shavsky 1985), or a relatively global vafue judgment

(Holbrook and corfman 1985). Zeithmar- (1988) found that

Perceived Quafity is a hiqher ordered cognitive attribute

judgment. Furthermore, Zeithmal found that attributes that

impact judgments of perceived euarity are intrinsic and

extrinsic cues (OJ_son lgl1; Olson and Jacoby Ig12) .

Extrinsic cues in this model are defined as the marketing

communications such as price, brand name, and advertising.

Ziethmal- posits that extrinsic cues serve as generalized

qual-ity indicators across brands, products and categories.
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fn Zeithmal's Means-End model (1988), perceived

Qual-ity has a direct impact on perceived val-ue. rn this

model- Perceived vafue is proposed to be a higher-level-

abstraction. Perceived varue differs from perceived euality

in two ways. Firstl-y, it is more personal than quatity and

may be similar to an emotional_ payoff (young and Feigen

I915,' Zeithmaf 198B). Secondly, unlike quality, value

involves a tradeoff of give and get components. Zeithamf

(1988) found that most respondents in her research depended

on extrinsic cues in forming impressions of value.

In a further exploration of the impact of

communication cues on perceptions of quality and varue,

Teas and Agarwal (2000) expanded this part of the Means-End

moder. fn the Teas and Agarwal moder (2000), extrj-nsic cues

of brand name, store name, and price are tinked to

Perceived Qual-ity and Perceived val-ue. This part of their

model is the same as the Means-End modef of Zeithmal

(1988) - Teas and Agarwal added to the Means-End moder by

examining country-of-origin on the relationship between the

extrinsi-c cues and the outcome variables of perceived

Qual-ity and Perceived vafue. rn addition, Teas and Agarwal

(2000) added the outcome variabl-e of perceived sacrifice.

Tn the model_ for this research (see figure 3.1),

consistent with the work of Zeithmal (1988) and Teas and
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Agarwal (2000)

Perceived Qual

, the extrinsic cues are

ity and Perceived Va1ue.

linked with

In this case, the

Figure 3.1 Cross-Cultural
Information

Differences in Preferences for Visual
In Technical Documentation

Organization of
Verbal Information
(Holistic versus
serial)

CULTURAL ANTECEDENTS

Individualism M Short- or
Long-term
n ri enfa t inn

Amount of
Information
(verbal versus

visual)

Aftitude Toward
the Technical (Aø)
Documentation

communication cues are the Dominance of Verbal and visuar

of rnformation and organization of rnformation. The

moderating impact of cul_turaf antecedents on the

relationship between the communication cues (Dominance of

rnformation and organization of rnformation) and perceived

Qual-ity value are the focus of this research. rn addition,
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consistent with advertisj-ng research, attitude toward the

marketing communications, in this case technical_

documentation is added to the model-. Each of these

relationships, with the moderating impact of cuftural_

antecedents, will now be discussed.

MODERATTNG VARIABLES

UNCERTATNTY ÀVOIDAI{CE

Hofstede's cu.l-tural dimension of uncertainty Avoidance

suggests cuftural differences in the preference for

information. The uncertainty Avoidance factor rel_ates to

anxiety J-evels, need for security, and dependence upon

experts (1980, LgB4). Specificatly, people from countries

high in uncertainty Avoidance have a fear of failure, take

less risks, prefer speciaÌists, and exhibit a "preference

for clear requj-rements and instructions" (Hofstede rg}4,

732) . Persons from cultures with low uncertainty Avoidance

are willing to take more risks and move at

(Hofstede 1980, 1-9B4) . Thus, persons from

a faster pace

countries high

more detailedin Uncertainty Avoj-dance woufd seem to want

information in order to operate, âssembfe, or maintain

their equipment properJ-y and, thereby, lower the risk of

failure by relying on information from experts. Therefore,
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they woul-d be expected to want more explicit verbal

information. Research by Albers-MiÌIer and Gelb (1996)

found differences in advertising content to correfate with

the uncertainty Avoidance dimension. Mitchel-l- and vassos

(1991 ) conducted a research to determine if a traveler,s

own wiffingness to take risks would impact purchases of

holidays perceived to have varying fevels of risk. Mitchell

and vassos found differences in perceived risk and holiday

purchases in the whol_e respondent set in keeping with

Hofstede's dimension.

ÏNDIVTDUAIISM VERSUS COLLECTIVISM

Hofstede's dimension of individual_ism versus

Collectivism is important in determining cultural

difference in the Organization of Information, in fact

Triandis call-s it the most important cul-tural dimension

(r994). Hofstede (1984) contends that, the relationship

between the individuaf and the col-rective in human society

is not only a matter of ways of living together, but it is

intimately linked with societaÌ norms and, therefore,

affects both people's mental programming, structure, and

the functioning of many other types of institutions beside

the family. People are taught by their cul-ture to examine

the individual or individuating information in cul-tures
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hiqh in individualism. on the other hand, people from

colfectivist cultures are taught to examine rel_ationships,

how each individual- rel-ates to the whole, or how each piece

rel-ates to the whol-e. This is consistent with Markus and

Kitayama's (1991) concept of interdependent and independent

views of sel-f. fn their definition of interdependent

(collective), peopJ-e in this society are holistic and

relationaf in their view. rndependents (rndividuatists)

have a separatist view.

connor, Davis and DeRycker (1995) conducted a content

analysis of job apprication letters from two different

cuftures. They found differences in j-nformation content,

how the l-etters were written and structured. Results of a

research examining Ffemish and U.S. students, job

appJ-ication lett.ers suggest writing styres need to be

adapted to fit different culture's writing conventions in

order to be easiry processed (connor, Davis, and DeRycker

1995). since culture is the "l-ens" by which meaning is

assigned to both visuar and written information, it would

seem to fol-row that communication styres, including visual

information, would need to be adapted to fit different

cuftures' visual contentions as suggested by connor, Davis,

and DeRycker (1995) and Scott (I994).
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fn a research of accounting students from Australia,

Hong Kong, and Taiwan, Auyeng and Sands (1996) demonstrated

how the fndividual-ism dimension is reffected in the

learning styJ-es of the respondents. The students from the

collectj-vistic cul-tures demonstrated a more abstract,

reflective, less concrete and active learning styJ_e. On

the other hand, the Austrarian students demonstrated a more

concrete, active, Iess abstract and reffective learning

style. Therefore, Lhe students from the cotlectivistic

cultures used an assimifation learning style, whiJ_e

students from the individualistic cufture used an

accommodation learning style.

In the research by Karjala (1993) discussed earlier,

this research was conducted within the educationaf setting

in which Japanese students, a cofl-ectivist society, were

compared with the U.S. students, an individuafistic

society. The respondents were given information on coJ_or,

shape, and l-ocation. The research demonstrated that the

Japanese use a synthetic or hol-istic approach to determine

meaning in communication. Members of this cultural group

combined ideas to create a complex whol_e, storing types of

information. The U.S. respondents r^/ere found to use an

analyticaJ-, serial-, or linear approach to assign meaning to

communication. The u.s. subjects broke down information
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into pieces and stored the discrete pieces of information

(Karjala 1993) .

Thus, cuJ_tures differing on the individualism

dimension wourd be expected to exhibit differences in the

way visuar information is organized. rndividuarists may

prefer separating out the visual-s, only showing the parts

of the product to be addressed in operating, assembl_ing or

maintaining the product. colrectivists may prefer seeing

how afl of the differing parts of the product combine into

the whole picture before operating, assembJ_ing, or

maintaining the product.

OUTCOME VARTABLES

Even though more effective communication does not

always guarantee better performance resul-ts (Burke et al

t999) , communicatj-on in which the j-nformational- content and

context corresponds to respondent's characterist.ics may

results in improved outcomes (Trevino et a.l_ 1987) .

consistent with Zeithaml (1988) and Teas and Agarwal

(2000), in examinj-ng communications and the respondents,

overal-l eval-uations, the outcome variables selected for

this research project are Perceived eual-ity and perceived

Val-ue. consistent with the advertising fiel-d and the

examination of effective communications, the outcome
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variabfe of Attitude toward the Technicaf Documentation is

incl-uded. The selection of these outcome variables ís

discussed next.

PERCET\/ED QUAI,ITY

fn the Means-End model_ (Zeithmal 19BB) and Teas and

AgarwaJ-'s (2000) model-, extrinsic cues or marketing

communications has a direct link to perceived euality.

Quality is broadly defined as superiority or excellence,

and by extension quality can be defined as the consumer, s

judgment of a document's overall- excel-l-ence or superiority

(Zeithmar 19BB). Perceived Quality is a global assessment

of the documentation. Holbrook and Corfman (1985) agree

that qual-ity is a rel-atively gtobal value judgment.

Research conducted by Gelfand, Spurlick, Sneizek and

shoa (2000) examined the rofe of information and curture.

rn their research, they presented scenarios where they

woufd interact with a ner^/ co-worker, a possibl_e new

romantic partner, a respected colleague, and a new

neighbor. The respondents from the u.s. and china were then

randomJ-y given either refational- information or

individuating information to correspond with the curtural

dimensions of individualism and collectivism. The

respondents were then asked to estj-mate their confidence in
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making social predictions. The respondents found culturally

sensitive communications fess confusing and easier to

understand. The results indicated that communication that

\^/as consistent with a person's culture (culturalJ_y

sensitive communicatÍons) was perceived to have higher

useful-ness and was perceived to have higher quality.

From the modei-s of Zeithaml_ (1988) and Teas and

Agarwal (2000), as welf as the model- for this research,

Perceived Qual-ity is an appropriate outcome variabre to

incl-ude in the research. culture has been demonstrated to

moderate the rel-ationship between communications and the

respondent's perceptions of quality.

PERCETVED VAITIE

Vühile there are many ways in which the term..va]ue,, is

used by consumers, the definition used in this research is

consistent with the concept of vaì_ue put forth by Sawyer

and Dlckson (1984). Their concept of varue is a ratio of

attributes weighted by their evaruations divided by their

costs weighted by its evaluation. Consumer use of

information has costs (Nelson I910), the time and effort

costs of processing information. consumers will process

information onry to the point that the marginal- costs of

processing information equals or does not exceed the
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marginar return (NeJ-son r974, Dean and Biswas 2001). while

consumers differ in their perceptions of costs and benefits

of information processing, many consumers exhÍbit minimum

effort (craxton, Frv and Port.is r914). Therefore, consumers

are seeking communicatj_on that provides them the

information that they seek in an easiry understandabre

format. rn this way it may be simifar to the "emotional_

payoff" of Young and Feigen(1975) and to ..instrumental

values" of olson and Reynords (1983). fn the research by

Gel-fand et af (2000) previously di-scussed, communications

that are curturally sensitive are l-ess confusing and easier

to understand. This woufd mean that culturally sensitive

information would take less effort, and would therefore be

of greater val-ue. This is consistent with the Means-Ends

model- (Zeithamr 19BB) and Teas and Agarwal_, s (2000) moder.

rn both cases there is a direct link between perceived

Quality and Perceived Vafue.

Dean and Biswas (2001) conducted research in which

they manipurated advertising to determine perceptions of

quality and information value. They found that the

manipuJ-ation of visual-s used in the ads had a significant

impact on respondents' eval_uation of quality and

informalion value.
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ATTITT'DE TOÞTARD THE TECHNICAT DOCUMENTATTON

Resul-ts of research have indicated more favorabl-e

attitudes are deveJ-oped for communications that are

congruent with their culture. Further, consumers reward

marketers who tailor their messages to cultural- differences

(Zhang and Gelb 1996) . Therefore, in this research a direct

l-ink from the independent variable, moderated by culture,

to Attitudes toward the Technical Documentation is

expected. Further, attitude toward the ad is defined as a

'tpredispositj-on to respond in a favorabfe or unfavorabl_e

manner to a particular advertising stimul-us during a

particular exposure" (MacKenzie, Lutz and Befch 1986, 130)

AJ-though the definition specifically names advertising, it

is appropriate for attitudes formed about any marketing

communi-cations .

For the purpose of this research Attitude Toward the

Technical- Documentatj-on (Ata) is defined as the

predisposition to respond in a favorabfe or unfavorabfe

manner to a particular technical- documentation stimulus

during a particular exposure, Studies in the advertising

field have al-l- indicated that images or pictures aÌl_

contribute to forming attitudes towards marketing

communications (Biehal-, Stephens and Curfo 1992) . Research

has demonstrated that marketing conìmunication's messaqe
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quality and content directly impacts attitudes toward the

documentation (Hastak and Ol-son 1989; Burton and

Lichtenstein 198B) . Therefore, a direct path between

quality and attitudes is expected.

DE\ZELOPMENT OF HYPOTHESIS

This research extends the research of Bez)ian-Avery,

cafder and racobucci (1998) discussed earlier in which they

examined visual- Dominance versus verbal- Dominance in

advertising. Their research resufts demonstrated that

differences in preferences for information in either a

predominately visual- or predominately verbal_ presentation

do exist. This difference has been demonstrated in the

advertising fierd, where communications main purpose is to

persuade. rn the technical documentation fierd, where the

consumer has already purchased the product and the main

purpose of the information is to assembre and use the

product correctly, the preferences for visual/verbal

dominance have not been investigated. Therefore, this

research will- extend the research of Bezjian-Avery et a1

(1998) to the fiefd of technical documentation.

Furthermore, this research wiff also extend the work

of Teas and Agarwal (2000) by examj-ning different extrinsic

variabres, those of Amount of rnformation and organization
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of rnformation. The outcome variabl-e of Attitudes toward

the Technical Documentation (extrinsic cues) is arso added

to their model -

AIVÍOT'NT OE TNFOR¡IIATION

while visuaf information is remembered better than

verbar information, a combination of visuaf and verbal_

information is superior for memory and learning (pavio

I917, I9B6; Gellevij et af 2002). people demonstrate a

propensity to prefer information ej-ther in a verbal- format

or a visual- format. People who are from curtures that are

high in uncertainty avoidance woufd prefer information that

is expricit. PeopJ-e from these cul-tures wourd want to re]_y

on experts to lessen their uncertaj-nty. communication that

is culturally sensitive is seen to be more usefuf and of

higher quality. Therefore, the cuftural- dimension of

uncertainty Avoidance wíll- moderate the refationship

between Amount of rnformation (in the form of verbal versus

visual dominance) and Perceived Quality.

H1": uncertainty Avoidance wirl moderate the relationship
between Amount of rnformation and perceived euality in
such a way that when Uncertainty Avoidance is hiqh
(1ow) a stronger rel-ationship with high information
content - Verbal_ Dominance (hiqh visual_ content
Visual- Dominance) wil_l_ be demonstrated.
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ORGAI{IZATÏON OE' TNFORIIIATION

The learnì-ng styles of horistic versus serialistic

have been successfuJ-ry documented in the educational

setting. These two styres of learning have consistent.ly

been associated with the cultural dimensions of

Individuafism and Col_lectivism. Cultures hiqh in

individuafism have a tendency to examine the parts in a

step-by-step basis. curtures high in correctivism have a

refatj-onal view. They tend to want to see how all the parts

fit together into the whole. Communication that is

culturally sensitive is easier to use and is seen to be of

higher quality. Therefore:

H15: rndividualism versus coll-ectivism wir-l- moderate the
rel-ationship between organization of rnformation and
Perceived Quality in such a way that hiqh
Individualism (CoIÌectivism) will- demonstrate a
stronger relationship between Seríal (Hol_istic)
visuals and Perceived euality.

rn the marketing information fieJ-d, one of the prime

outcome variabl-es of interest is attitude toward the

communication. rn the advertising field attitude toward the

ad is almost always measured because of its known impact on

attitude toward the brand and purchase behavior. rn this

case attitude toward the technical documentation is of

interest. Respondents are known to reward marketers with
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more positive Attitudes when marketers tailor their

messages to cuftural differences (Zhang and GeIb 1996). The

following is expected.

H2u: Uncertainty Avoidance wiII moderate the relationship
between Amount of Information and Attitude Toward the
Technj-cal Documentation (Atd) with high Uncertainty
Avoidance (low Uncertainty Avoidance) having a
positive impact on the refationship between high (Iow)
Amounts of Information.

H26: rndividual-ism versus cofrectivism wilt moderate the
rel-ationship between organization of rnformation and
Attitude Toward the Techni-cal- Documentation (Atd) with
high Individualism (High Col_lectivism) havì_ng a
positive impact on the refationship between serÍa1
(hofistic) visual-s and A¡¿.

QUAI,TTY AIID VÃ,LI'E

Value includes the concept of what the respondent

glves up for what they get back. The trade off in what is

given up inc]udes time and effort. Therefore, information

that takes l-ess time and ef f ort woul-d be of more value.

High quality documentation is seen as ress confusing and

easier to use. rf the documentation is easier to use, t.hen

it would take l-ess time and effort and woul-d, therefore, be

of higher val-ue.

H3: There wifl- be a positive relationship between
Perceived QuaJ-ity and Perceived Val_ue.
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QUAJ.TTY ]\I\TD ATTïTUDE TOT¡IARD THE TECHNICÀJ, DOCIJMENTÀTION

(Age)

Research has also demonstrated a relatj-onship between

the quality and content of the message with attitudes

(Hastak and Olson 1989; Burton and Lichtenstein 198B).

Items to be of higher Perceived Value and are assocj_ated

with more positive attitudinal measures. Items perceived to

be of l-ower quality are associated with less favorabfe

attitudes. Therefore, the following is expected:

H4: There wilf be a positive rel-ationship between
Perceived Quality and Attitude Toward the TechnicaÌ
Documentation (Ata) .

(see figure 3.2 for the model with hypothesis)

Figure 3.2 Cross-Cultural Differences in Preferences for Visual Information
in Technical Documentation Model with Hypothesis

Power Distance Short- or Long-
term orientation

Unceftainty Avoidance Individualism

Amount of
Information
(verbal versus
visual)

Hla Hlb
t-t2b

Organization of
Verbal Information
(Holistic versus

serial)

Attitude Toward
the Technical (4,¿)
Documentation
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In the next chapter the methodology to test these

hypotheses will- be examined. Specifically, the experimentaÌ

instrument that wil-l- be used will be examj-ned; the sample

will- be defined,' and the statistical- procedures wil-l be

discussed.
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CHAPTER 4

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents t.he methodology that r,^/as used to

test the hypotheses developed in the previous chapter. This

chapter is organized into two sections. The key conceptual

ldeas and the hypothesized refationshi_ps that were tested

wiÌl be summarized and will be out]ined to show how the

hypotheses were tested. The second section outlines what

methodol-ogy \,vas used to analyze the data.

HYPOTHESES

The hypotheses presented in Chapter 3 are

operationarly stated in the following sections. The first

section pertains to the examinatj_on of the Dominance of

visual rnformation. The second section witl pertain to the

hypot.heses examining the Organization of Visual

Information.

DOMINA}ICE OF VERBAI \¡ERSUS VISUAT INFORilÍATION

If a cufture is hiqh in Uncertainty Avoj_dance, then:

a. respondents woul-d demonstrate a higher preference for
documentati-on with expJ_icit verbal informati_on
presented in context with visuals.
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b. respondents would determine that documentation with
explicit verbal- information presented in visual
context woufd be of higher quality

c. respondents would demonstrate more positive attitudes
toward the technical documentations.

If a cul-ture is low in Uncertainty Avoidance, then:

a. respondents woul-d demonstrate a higher preference for
documentation with the information presented in
visuals with fess explicit verbaf information.

b. respondents woufd determine that documentation
presented with less explicit verbal information and
more visually presented information to be of higher
quality.

c. respondents would demonstrate more positive attitude
toward the technical- documentation.

ORGA}IIZATION OF VISUAL TNFORI1IATTON

In cultures high in Collectivism rather than

Individualism, then:

a. respondents would show a preference for technical-
documentation designed holistical-ly (visuals designed
to show how the different parts of the product fit
together for the whole product) .

b. respondents would perceive that the above
documentation was of higher quality than documentation
designed serial-istically.

c. respondents would demonstrate more positlve attitudes
toward the technical- documentation.
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In cul-ture hiqh in Individual-ism rather than Collectivism.

then:

a. respondents would demonstrate a preference for
documentation that presented the visuals in a serial
manner (would break the product down into its discrete
parts showing the visuals in a step-by-step process).

b. respondents of the above documentation woul-d perceive
it to be of higher quality than hofistic
documentation.

c. respondents would demonstrate more positive attitudes
toward the technical documentation.

OUTCOME VARIABLES

Technicaf documentation that is tailored to refl-ect a

respondent's cuftural- communication style, or in other

words, documentation that is prepared consistent with

cultural- expectations, then:

a. respondents would demonstrate higher Attitudes toward the
Technical- Documentation (Ata) .

b. respondents will- demonstrate higher levels of Perceived
Quality.

Likewise, technicaf documentation that is culturally

tai-fored and perceived to be of higher quality:
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a. respondents woul-d perceive the documentation to be of
higher vafue, demonstrating a direct relationship
between Perce j-ved euality and perceived Val-ue.

b- respondents wifÌ demonstrate more positive Attitudes
towards the Technicaf Documentation, demonstrating a
direct relationship between perceived eual-ity and
Attitudes toward the Technicaf Documentation.

METHODOLOGY

A 2x2 between subjects factorial design was used to

test the hypothesized rerationships. rndependent variabl_es

are Domi-nance of rnformation and organization of

fnformation. The two versions of Dominance of rnformation

included: 1) a version of the technical information

presented primariJ-y in explicit verbal information wilh the

visual- information providing the context; and, 2) in the

other version the technicaf documentati-on will present the

information in visual- form with armost no verbal

information. The two versj_ons of Organization of

rnformation include: 1) a version where the visuaÌ

rnformation is presented hofistically (the parts and the

whole area are presented together); and 2) in the other

version where the visual information is presented serially

(in a step-by-step manner). This resulted in four versions

of the technical documentation (see Appendix 1) : verbal
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information dominates/holistic visual (version A, see table

3.1), verbal information dominates/seriaÌ visuals (version

B, see tabl-e 3. 1) , and visual- inf ormation

dominates/holistÍc visual (version C, see table 3.1),

visual information dominates/serial visuals (version D, see

table 3.1).

Table 3.1 AMOUNT OF INFORMATION

Verbal Dominance Visual Dominance

Holistic
Visual

Serial
Visuals

Verbal information
dominates with
Holistic Visual
providing context.
(version 11)

Visual information
dominates with
the visual being
Holistic
(version 10)

Verbal information
dominates with
visuals presented
in Serial manner
providing context
(version 01)

Visual information
dominates with
visuals presented
in Serial manner

(version 00)

Dependent variabl-es wil-l- be Perceived Quafity of technical-

documentation, Perceived Val-ue of technicaf documentation,

and Attitude toward the Technical Documentation.

STTMULI DEVELOPMENT .AIiID INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

For the purpose of this research, âssembJ-y information

from the technical documentation for a bicycle \,vas used.

This product v/as sel-ected based on the sample populatj-ons'
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famifiarity with the product c.l_ass and their f ikelihood of
using this product. However, no brand names were used or

evident to counter for the possibre impact of brand

preference and brand attitudes. Therefore, in order to

manipuJ-ate the independent variables of Dominance of
rnformation and organization of rnformation, an

experimental- instrument was developed from information from

actual- bicycle assembly technical- documentation.

The assembry information used was that of instarfing a

bicycle seat on a seatpost using a one-bort seat cramp

assembly. This part of the assembly was ser-ected for

several reasons: the ability to present the information

both serially and hol_isticalJ_y; the ability to al_ter the

amount of verbal- information and still alrow assembly of
the seat; the l-ikerihood that this was an assembly that

even a novice coufd undertake, thereby ressening the need

to consider the novice/expert category that is not incruded

as part of this research.

The information on the seat assembly was then varied

in its presentation to produce the previousJ_y discussed

four versions of the technical- documentation: verbal_

information dominates /]no: istic visual_, verbal information

dominates/serial visuals, and visuaf information

dominates/hol-1stic visuar, visuar- information
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dominates/seriaf visuafs. The manipulations hrere checked

with a group of 35 students from Black Hil-Is State

Universif-y. In addition manipulation check questions were

asked after respondents had been asked questions to

eva-luate the technical documentatlon.

DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Three dependent variabl-es were used: Perceived

Quality, Perceived Value, and Attitude toward the Technical

Documentatj-on (Aro) . Quality and vafue were measured on a

seven-item scale. Perceived Quality measures are taken from

those developed by Peterson and Jolibert ,191 6) . These

researchers developed the measures for a cross-cul_tural_

investigation of brand preference (Peterson and Jol_ibert

I916). In a J-arge cross-cultural- research project conducted

by Rubin and Bruni-ng (unpublished), the quality measures

deveJ-oped by Peterson and Jol-ibert (7916) were used to

examine cul-tural- differences in preferences for verbal

information in documentation on tractors. These quality

measures were found to be robust across cultures (Peterson

and Jolibert I916, Rubin and Bruning unpublished).

Perceived Val-ue was measured using measures developed

by Monroe (1990). Monroe developed these measures based on

previous research (Dodds and Monroe 1985, and Monroe and
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chapman 1987) on the concept of perceived price, perceived

value, and intent to purchase. The measures of value have

afso been used in cross-cuftural- research and were found to

be robust across curtures (Rubin and Bruning, unpubrished).

Respondents' Attitudes toward the Technical

Documentation were determined by averaging their ratings of

four items based

pairs: good/bad,

on

li

a seven point scal-e with dichotomous

keldislike, interesting/boring, and

informative/uninformative. These four pairs include bot.h

affective and eval-uative content and were sefected based on

a review of the Iiterature (Gardner 1985; MacKenzie, LuLz,

and Bel-ch 1986), and demonstration of their effective use

in research manipulating visuaf el_ements in marketing

communications (Biehal, Stephens and Curfo Ig92) .

COVARIATE

Some individual differences needed to be considered

when conducting this research. Childers, Houston and

Heckfer (1985) in developing theír Style of processing

scafe (soP) found individuaf differences j-n preferences for

processing styles. The Style of Processing scal_e is a

modification of Visualizer/Verbafizer (Richardson Iglj)

scal-e in an attempt to overcome some of the prob_Iems

associated with the visuarizer/verbaÌizer scafe. The sop
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greatÌy improved the internal- consistency of the previous

scal-e (Cronbach' s alpha . B1-. B6; Maclnnis 1987 ) .

confirmatory factor analysis demonstrates the independence

of the verbal and visuaf components. The discriminate

validity of the scale has also been demonstrated in that

the SOP has zero correlation with tests of imagery

vividness (r : .01) . Therefore, respondents were asked the

questions from the Style Of Processj-ng scal-e.

Some gender differences in cognitive processing using

the Style of Processing questions have been noted in

research. Gould (1990) conducted a cross-tabul-ation with

the four categories or processors (low processor, high

verbafs, high visuals, and high processors). He found that

32.92 of the women \^/ere high processors (showing preference

for both high verbal and high visual_ content), white onJ_y

13.56% of the men were high processors. The resul-ts also

indicated that 35.59% of the men were Ìow processors

(showing preference for row verbal- content and l-ow visual

content), whiÌe 16.462 of the women vrere low processors.

Therefore, in this research questions for Style Of

Processing (SOP) and gender \^,ere included in the

questionnaire. They are al_so incf uded j-n the analysis to

account for variation that courd be incorrectly attributed

to cuf tura.l- dif ferences.
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when Hofstede (1980) devefoped his cultural_ framework,

numeric varues were developed for each country on each of

t.he cuftural dimensions. rn 1995 samfi,s analysis of

Hofstede's cul-turai- dimensions and thelr applicabitity to

marketing, specificalty the way marketing information is

processed, has demonstrated the suì_tability of Hofstede, s

cultural- framework to the current research. fn analysis

conducted by samri (1995), he examine the first four of

Hofstede's dimensions, name]y rndividuarism versus

collectivism, Power Distance, uncertainty Avoidance, and

MasculinÍt.y versus Femininity. Samfi (1995) extrapol_ated

those factors that woufd have a bearing on marketing sty]_es

and found that rndividualism versus collectivism, power

Distance, and uncertainty Avoidance shoufd have an impact

on marketing information. rn a test of this assertion, Moss

and Vinten (200r) investigated information from France and

the uK. They conducted content analysis of fife assurance

literature and they found culturaf dj-fferences illustrative
of saml-i-'s (1995) transference of Hofstede, s original
cufturaf dimensions (1980) .

fn marketing, the use of Hofstede's framework is on

the rise even though the scores for his cul-tural dimensions

were developed over thirty years ago (sivakumar and Nakata
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2001). while the cultural dimensions have been empiricall-y

verified by others (sondergaard 1994), and nationaf cul-ture

is seen to change slowly, some argue that national culture

is changeable (Sivakumar and Nakata 2001) . Therefore,

Hofstede's scores were used to sel_ect the cultures to

incl-ude in the research. Cul_tures were sel_ected to

represent fow and high varues on both rndividuarism versus

Coflectivism and Uncertainty Avoidance. However, in the

experiment respondents were asked the questions used to

cal-culate the cufturaf indices. The national indexes were

then calculated from the responses and compared with

Hofstede's original scores on the cul-tural- dimensions to

determine if there has been much change in the curtural-

indices over the last thirty years for the national

cul-tures of interest.

For the purpose of this research cul_tures were

selected for incl-usion based on their culture, s indices

developed in Hofstede's research. In order to research

possibre cul-tural- differences in preferences for technical

documentation, countries were sel-ected at the high end, l-ow

end and middl-e range of the values for the cultural

dimensions of Individualism versus Coll-ectivi_sm and

Uncertainty Avoidance .
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COUNTRIES OF INCLUSTON

In the development of the Individualism versus

coÌfectivism cuftural- indices, Hofstede (1980) was able to

deveJ-op a score for 40 different countries(see Figure 4.2).

The countries with the highest scores on the rndividuar

index lvere the u.s., Australia and Great Britain with

Figure 4.2 Hofstede's Individualism Indices by Country

Country¡

India

Japan

Argentina

Iran

Brazil

Turkey

Greece

Philippines

Mexico

Portugal

Yugoslavia

Hong Kong

Chile

Singapore

Thailand

Taiwan

Peru

Pakistan

Colombia

Venezuela

Country IDV Score

u.s.A. 91

Australia 90

Great Britain 89

Canada 80

Netherlands 80

New Zealand 19

Italy 76

Belgium 75

Denmark 74

Sweden 71

France 71

Ireland 70

Norway 69

Switzerland 68

Germany 67

South Africa 65

Finland 63

Austria 55

Israel 54

Spain 5l

IDV Score

48

46

46

41

38

31

35

J¿

30

27

21

25

¿J

23

20

20

11

16

13

12

Source:GeertHofstede(l980)Culture''conValues,
London: Sage Publications, page 158.
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Argentina in the Middl-e. At the l-ower end are Hong Kong,

Chile, Singapore, Thail-and, Taiwan, peru, pâkistan,

Cof umbia and Venezuel-a -

The cul-tural- dimension of uncertainty Avoidance r¡/as

al-so calcul-ated for 40 different cõuntries (see f igure

4.3). Hofstede (1980) determined that the indexes were as

f ol-lows:

Figure 4.3 Hofstede's Uncertainty Avoidance Indices by Country
UCA ScoreCountry

Greece

Portugal

Belgium

Japan

Peru

France

Chile

Spain

Argentina

Turkey

Mexico

Israel

Columbia

Venezuela

Brazil

Italy

Pakistan

Austria

Taiwan

Germany

UCA Score Country

112

104

94

92

87

86

86

86

86

85

82

81

80

76

76

75

10

70

69

65

Thailand

Iran

Finland

Switzerland

Netherlands

Australia

Norway

South Africa

New Zealand

Canada

U.S.A.

Philippines

India

Great Britain

Ireland

Hong Kong

Sweden

Denmark

Singapore

64

s9

59

58

53

51

50

49

49

48

46

44

40

35

35

29

29

¿J

8

Source: Geert Hofstede (1980) Culture's Consequences: International Differences in Wo*+.lut.¿ Vatuèj,
London: Sage Publications, page 122.
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The cul-tures sefected for incl-usion in this experiment

represent diversity on the culture dimensions of interest

in this research. The nationaf cultures of the U. S. and

canada have simj-l-ar ratings on these dimensions. However,

there is great interest in Canadian and U. S. differences.

These two countries share a large border, similar markets,

are one another's largest trading partners and would,

therefore, be expected to share many similarities. However,

in a similar research project to investigate differences in

preferences for verbal_ information in technical

documentation, interesting differences were noted (Rubin

and Bruning, unpublished). These two countri_es, whife

simil-ar in their indices, were included in this research.

Hong Kong and ,Japan were selected based on their

location on both cultural- dimensions. Respondents from

these cul-tures were solicited to participate in this

research (see figure 4.4). These cultures demonstrate the

folrowing diversity on the cultural- dimensions of interest:

Figure 4.4 Cultures of Inclusion with Their Cultural Indices

Level

High

Medium

Low

Individualism Uncertaint)¡ Avoidance

usA (e1)
Canada (80)

Japan (46)

Japan (92)

Canada (48)
u.s.A. (46)

Hong Kong (25) Hong Kong (29)
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Each respondent will be randomly given one of the four

manipulations. Each respondent was given the same

instructional cover letter regardless of the manipuration

he/she received. The purpose of the research was not

hidden, but was incl-uded in the retter to the respondent.

Respondents were then given time to examine the assembly

i-nformation. They were then asked questions about: the

Perceived Qual-ity of the documentation; the perceived Val_ue

of the documentation; and Attitudes towards the Technical

Documentation. Measures of the quality and val_ue variabl-es

\^/ere determined using a seven-point scal_e (see Appendix 1).

Attitudes toward the Technical Documentation \,^/ere measured

using dichotomous pairs on opposite ends of a seven-point

scal-e (see Appendix 1) .

Respondents were next presented with the questions for

the style of Processing measures, Hofstede's culturaf

dimensions questions, and finally demographic information

(age, sex' native Ìanguage, where they were born, education

Ìevel, and how long they have resided at their current

Ìocation).

SAIIPLE AI{D EXPERTMENTAT, PROCEDURE

one of the major problems in cross-cul_tural research

is sel-ecting the samp]-e. According to Hof stede (2oor) , one
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of

of

the pitfal-fs in cross-cultural research is poor matching

samples. Results obtained from a group of respondents

are affected by other factors besides nationality, for

example education, gender and age. To Iessen the

possibility of the resul-ts of the research being infl_uenced

by differences in samples selected rather than the

variabÌes under research, matched sampJ-es need to be

sefected. A student population was used, since they

constitute comparabre popurations (parameswaran and yaprak

L981; Hofstede 2001). Parameswaran and yaprak (1987) used

student samples, because they are comparable in age and

educatj-on levefs. Hofstede (2001) stated that regardless of

the sampJ-e selected, whether l-aw enforcement officiaÌs or

students, a similar sample needs to be sel_ected in each

country. So, for this research, student samples \,vere used

as comparable samples.

Hofstede (2007) has provided guidelines for sample

srze when conducting cross-cultural research. Hofstede

recommends sampres of between 20 and 50 per country to be

of sufficient size. Therefore, a samp]-e size of 20-30 for

each manipulation and for each country included in the

research allowing for 20 sub¡ects per country per cel_l- was

attempted. These subjects were recruited from students

attending Black Hil-fs state unì-versity, the university of
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Manitoba, Brigham Young University-Hawaii Campus, and

Brigham Young-Provo Campus. Each respondent was asked t.heir

first language, where they vúere born, where they are now

residing, and how long they have lived in an English

speaking country. They r¡rere al-so asked the birth place of

their parents and their parents first J-anguage. They were

sorted into countries as determined by their first language

and country they grew up in and parent's birth place.

Students were asked to volunteer for the research.

They signed a letter of consenl and were allowed to

withdraw at any time. After they signed the letter of

consent, they were each randomly given one of the four

versions of the experiment with the accompanying questions

asking them to evafuate the documentation, evaluations of

quaJ-ity, vafue, their attitudes, manipulation checks, SOp,

Hofstede's cuftural dimension questions, and demographic

information. In each focation a research assistant read the

cover letter, had the respondents sign the consent form,

and handed out the experiment.

The first language and country of birth helped to

determine what national- culture each respondent was raised

in. The samples from the U.S. and Canada were not as

problematic as the samples from Hong Kong and Japan.

Research has demonstrated that virtually alt of the
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cultural- dimensions of j-nterest are fearned by the ag.e of

ten years and remain refativeJ_y immune to change over the

remaining l-ife span (Hofstede 1997; Crotts 1999). However,

to counter for even slight changes as respondents

accul-turate, the respondents were asked how long they have

lived in an EngJ-ish speaking country to try and control for

any impact this may have on the data.

The experimental instrument \^/as translated into

Cantonese and Japanese. Graduate students whose first

language is Japanese or Cantonese were used to translate

the documents and the experj-mental instrument's questions.

The U.S. and Canadian experimental instruments were in

EngIish. Each participant was presented a versj-on of the

experiment in his or her first language. Even though all

respondents can speak Engl-ish at various fevel_s of

proficieûcy, to determine cul-tural differences in

processing, the use of their first language was warranted.

Since cul-ture cannot randomly be assigned, students

from the selected nationaf cultures of Canada, U.S., Hong

Kong, and Japan !ùere asked to participate. As discussed

previously, these particuÌar cultures were chosen for this

research based on cul-tural- i-nformation obtained from the

research conduct.ed by Hofstede to devel_op his cul_turaI

dimensions.
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DATA .A}IATYSIS

Data from the instruments r/lrere input into spss. Data

checks r^rere used to determine the accuracy of the data

input process, after entry compì_etion every fifth

experimental- instrument \^/as checked to determine the

accuracy of the input procedure. After the data was input,

cleaned, and checked, the data was then analyzed.

when researching cufturaf dimensi-on's impact in data

analysis, sivakumar and Nakata (200r) suggest that there

are two basic ways to design the research. The first is to

examine the impact of the single cul-tural- val-ue (call the

focal variable) and ignore the three cufturaf factors not

of research interest (called non-focar variabr-es) . The

second way to design the research is to acknowledge and

contror for the non-focaf variables. These researchers

contend that the second approach is preferabÌe because it

minimizes the possibility that non-focaf variabres may

significantJ-y influence the outcome of the research.

similarly, Hofstede (200L) suggests that in some cases

there are intercorrel-ations among the dimensions depending

on the culture and the variables of research. Hofstede

sitated that outside variables that significantly correÌate

with one of the dimensions may arso correlate with one or
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more others. He also suggested minimizíng the possibility

that non-focal dimensions may significantly influence the

outcome and should be acknowledged. Each of Hofstede's

cultural dimensions \^/as examined for significant impact on

the rel-ationship between the independent and dependent

variables. This then determined the cultura] dimensions

included in t.he interpretation.

This research is examining the different processing

styles of various cuftural- groups. Since this research is

used to test the nul-l hypothesis that the means of the four

cuftural groups is equal-, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was

used, The moderating impact of each cuftural group on the

relatj-onship between independent and dependent variables

was examined with the use of ANOVA in comparing between-

group variance to within-group variance (Emory and Cooper

1991). To determine that the manipulation of the technical

documentation was achieved, that respondents did perceive

differences in Dominance of Information and Organization of

Information, students from Black Hills State University

were recruited. They were shown the manipulations, and

after each of the four versions, the students \¡/ere asked

questions to determine Visuaf versus Verbal Dominance and

Serial versus Holistic organization. fn addition,

manipulatj-on check questions \^/ere incl-uded in each of the
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four vers.ions of the documentati-on administered in the

experiment. Furthermore, manipulation checks included one-

way analysis of variance to assess the impact of the two

level-s on Dominance of fnformation and the two

Organizationaf structures.

To conduct a preliminary assessment of the measures of

the dependent variables, the procedures used by Dodds et aI

(1991) were used. The assessment of Quality, Value and

Attitude toward the Techni-cal Documentation \^Jere conducted

using factor analysis using varj-max rotation, Cronbach's

alpha, and correlation analysis.

SUMIÍARY

The instruments for this research were developed using

actual- product assembly information. Cul-tures have been

selected based on their wide variabilit.y on Individualism

versus Coflectivism, and Uncertainty Avoidance.

Internationaf students from the sefected cultures were

asked to participate in this research.

Each research instrument manipul-ated: the amount of

information presented by Visual- materials with explicit

VerbaÌ information dominating in one version and Visual

information dominating in the other version; and the

Organization of Information with one version presenting the
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visual information Hol-istically and the other presenting

t.he visual information in a serial manner. The respondents

were randomly assigned to one of the four treatments. After

the respondents víewed each of the manipulations, they were

asked a series of questions to determine:

1. Their Perceptions of the Quality of the
techni_cal documentation,

2. Their Perceptions of the Value of the technical-
documentation.

3. Their Attit.udes toward the Technical
Documentation.

fn addition, subjects were asked the questions from

Hofstede's survey to determine their countries indices on

the cultural- dimensions and the StyJ-e of processing scale.

At the end of the experiment, respondents were asked a

series of demographic questions. These questions incl-uded:

the length of time they have resided in their current

location; their familiarity with English; level- of

education; major in school-; first language; where they lvere

born; and their gender. This helped to classify respondents

to determine their cul-turaf group and individual_

dj-fferences which may impact the within qroup variance.
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CHAPTER 5

A}IATYSTS AI{D RESULTS

O\ZERVIE}T

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the

statistical- resul-ts of the experiment. The f irst part of

the chapter will discuss the manipulation check to assess

the effectiveness of the manj-pulation of the technical

documentation in accordance with the intent of the

research. The next section wifl- discuss respondents in the

main study, including the cal-culatj-ons of their cul-turaI

indices. The final part of the chapter wilf describe tests

of the hypothesized effects on each of the dependent

variabfes. The discussion and conclusions of the study will

be examined in chapter six.

PRETESTS

Pretest 1

The purpose of the first pretest was to examine the

questions developed for the manipulation check to determine

their rel-iability and internal validity in differentiating

stimuli on the two dimensions in the experiment. Twenty-

three students in a senior Human Resource Cl-ass at BÌack

Hills State University volunteer to take part in the pilot

study. Students were given each of the four versions of the
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stimul-i. Each version of the stimuli \,vas foi-l-owed by the

manipulation check questions using dichotomous pairs. Five

dichotomous pairs were used to determine subjects, judgment

of VerbaI/Vísual Dominance (See Appendix 1). Four

dichotomous pairs were used to determine subject, s judgment

of Hol-istic/serialistic (see Appendix 1) . The four versions

of the assembly information were rotated to account for any

possible influence of fatigue.

Respondents participated in a focus group discussj-on

after they had finished answering the manipulation check

questi-ons. The results of the focus group support the

validity of the questions. All of the participants

understood the meaning of the questions; there were no

disagreements as to what the questions were asking.

Furthermore, they did not find the questions confusing, nor

did they find them difficul-t to apply to the experimental

instrument.

The results from the first pretest were then checked

for scale reliability using Cronbach's Alpha. The

reliability of the scale items used to check the

manipuJ-ation of the two independent variabl_es had a

cronbach's Alpha of: Verbal versus Visual Dominance of the

technical documentation .952; and Hofistic versus

Serial-istic .954 .
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Lastly, the results were examined to see if the

respondents judged the different versions to be

significantly different from each other. The versions were

coded with a one, if they \^rere Verbal-1y Dominant, and a

zero if they \i\¡ere VisualJ-y Dominant with the mean for

Verbal Dominance being 3.8304 and Visuaf Dominance 6.0348.

A univariate ANOVA was run to determine if the difference

between the versions v/as significantly different than the

difference within the versions. The resul-ts indicated that

the manipulation worked and that the versions \,vere viewed

as significantJ-y different from each other (F:108.366,

p<.000; see Appendix 2).

Next the Hol-istic/Serialistic instruments were coded

with a one, for the Holistic versions, and a zero, for the

Serialistic versions, with a mean for the Holistic version

of 3.5435 and Serial-istic version of 6.I193. A univariate

ANOVA was run on the two versions of organization with the

resul-Ls demonstrating that the manipulation worked and the

versions were viewed as significantly different from each

other (F:108.363 p<.000; see Appendix 2).

Pretest 2

The second pretest h/as undertaken to check the

manipuJ-ation of the four versions of the technical-
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documentation that woufd be used in the experiment to

determine that the respondents' would judge the VerbaI

versus visuar Dominance and Hol-istic versus serialistic

organization of the Visual domination as different. Thirty-

one busj-ness students volunteered to participate in the

experiment. Each respondent \^/as randomry given one of the

four complete versions of the experimental instrument. Each

instrument had one of the four versions of the experiment

foll-owed by the questions on perceived quality and

perceived value. The respondents were then asked questions

from the Sty1e of Processing questionnaire, Hofstede, s

cul-tural- dimensions questions, manipul_ation check

questions, and demographic questions. The results from the

manipulation check questi-ons were examined for reliability

using cronbach's Alpha. visuat/verbal Dominance questions

returned a Cronbach's Alpha of .901 and a . BB4 for the

Holistic/serialistic organization questions (see Appendix

The versions of the i-nstrument were then examíned to

see if the manipulations of the variables were

significantry different from each other. The verbal/Visuar

Dominance versi-ons vúere coded with a one, if they h/ere

Verbally Dominant, and a zero, if they were Visually

Dominant. The version with Verbal- Dominance had a mean of
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4.640 while the version with Visuaf Dominance had a mean of

5.6875. A univariate ANOVA was then run to determine if the

difference between the versions was significantly different

than the within versions differences. The resul_ts confirmed

that the respondents judged the VerbaI/Visual versions to

be significantly different (F:9.833, p:0.004). The

Hol-istic/Serialistic versions r¡rere coded with the Hol_istic

versions coded as a one, and the Serial-istic versions coded

as a zero. The Holistic versions had a mean of 3.1344 and

the Serial-istic versions had a mean of 5.2661 . The

Holistic/Serial-istic versions \¡rere checked to see if the

difference between the two manipulations was significantly

different from each other. Their differences were

significant (F:I2.939, p:0.001 see Appendix 3).

THE SAI{PLES

Respondents from four universities hrere recruited for

the study. Subjects participating in the study were from

Canada, China (Hong Kong) , Japan, and the United States.

These cultures were selected using the cul-tural_ dimensions

from Hof stede's cross-cul-tural study. Cultures \,vere

selected to represent low and high val-ues on both

Individual-ism/Col-lectivism and Uncertainty Avoidance.

According to Hofstede's study, the U.S. and Canada are
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relatj-veJ-y high on the Independence/Collective scale with

scores of 9I and 80, respectively. Japan's score was just

below the midpoint at 46, and China's (Hong Kong) score was

at the low end with a vafue of 25. SimiJ-arly, scores on the

Uncertalnty Avoidance scale r/vere af so taken into

consj-deration in the selection of cultures to participate

in the study. Japan's Uncertainty Avoidance was on the high

end with a score of 92. Canada and the U. S. had scores

just bel-ow the mid-point with scores of 48 and 46,

respectively. China (Hong Kong) was on the fow end of

Uncertainty Avoidance with a score of 29.

Each of the participants was randomly assigned to one

of the four study conditions (Hotistic/Serialistic;

VerbaI/Visual Dominance) . Data from 60 experiments were not

used because the respondents were from cultures not part of

the study, or they did not compJ-ete the cultural portion of

the experiment and their culture coul-d not be determined.

Three hundred and seventy-four experiments included culture

information and \^rere used for data anal-ysis. AIl subjects

\^rere from a university setting and voluntarily particípated

in the study.

Matching of samples is important for cross-cultural

research. Therefore, an examination of the samples from the

various cul-tures is needed to determine if the samples \^/ere
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similar. The samples were compared on â9e, education, and

familiarity with bicycles (the product used in the

manipulation of technical documentation) (see figure 5.1).

The average age in the samples ranged from a low of 22.15,

in the Canadian sample, to a high of 24.61, in the Japanese

sampJ-e. The education questJ-on was divided into categories

and coded with: a one for zero years of col-l-ege; a two for

one year of col-lege,' a three for two years of coll_ege; a

four for three years of college; and a five coded for four

or more years of college. Education ranged from a l_ow of

2.64 (midway between 1 and 2 years of colJ_ege) in the

Japanese sample to a high of 4.L2 (about 3 years of

college) in the U.S. sample. The questions deal_ing with

famil-iarity were coded with -3 being unfamil-iar to 3 being

famil-iar. To determining if the four questions dealing

with familiarity with bikes coul-d be combined for one

overafl rating, a factor anal-ysis \^/as run. One factor

immerged with a Cronbach's Alpha of .181 (see Appendix 4) .

Therefore, the four questions dealing with famlfiarity were

averaqed for an overal-l- famil-iarity for each respondent.

The respondent's familiarity with bicycles ranged from a

1ow of 7.40 in the Canadian sample to a high of 1.89 in the

U. S. sample. The means for age for the whole study was
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Figure 5.1 Comparisons of Cultural Samples

* age is in years
# education is classified as: l:no college; 2-- I year ofcollege; 3:2 years ofcollege;4= 3 years ofcollege;

5= 4 or more years of college

@ Familiarity goes from a -3 (unfamiliar) to a 3 (familiar)

Variable Canadian
Mean

Chinese
Mean

Japanese
Mean

U.S.
Mean

Total
Mean

Age*

Education#

Familiarity@

22.1504

3.2542

1.3983

24.1096

3.4730

1.5467

24.6667

2.6406

1.6970

23.7263

4.t224

1.8878

23.4408

3.4294

1 .6190

23.4408 with a standard deviation of 2.722I. All cul_tures,

mean age, education, and familiarity with bikes was within

one standard deviation away f rom the overal-J- study's means.

IVIANIPULATION CHECK

The next task was to determine that the manipuJ_ation

of the technical documentation was accomplished for the

compÌete data set in accordance with the purpose of the

study. The manipulation checks \^/ere once agaÍn used in the

experiment for both of the independent variabfes

(Hol-istic/Serialistic Organization and Verbal-

Dominance/Visual- Dominance) . Subjects were asked questions

to determine whether the Visuals in the version of the

technical- documentation they received were Holistic or
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Serialistic in nature using dichotomous pairs. Each

respondent was then asked questions to determine the Verbal

or Visuaf Dominance of the versi-on of the technical

documentation that they received using dj-chotomous pairs.

Of the four versions of the technicaf documentation, two

versions had visual-s that were Holistic and the ot.her two

had visuals organized SerialisticalJ-y. Likewise, two

versions of the experiment were dominated by the Visuals

and two were dominated by the Verbal content.

The reliability of the scal-e items used to check the

manipulation of the Verbal versus VisuaI Dominance of the

technical documentatj-on had a Cronbach's Alpha of .90'7. The

reliability of the Hol-istic versus Serial-istic Organization

had a Cronbach's AJ-pha of .900 (see Appendix 5) .

The manipuJ-ation was checked using univariate ANOVA to

determine if the respondents judged the versj-ons to be

siqnificantly different. The Verbal- versus Visual Dominance

had a mean of 4.2556, for the versions with Verbal

Dominance and a mean of 5.3989, for the versions with

Visual Dominance. The respondents indicated that the two

versions were significantly different (F:84.928, p <.000 at

a 952 confidence level-) (see Appendix 5). The Holistic

versus Serialistic Organization had means of 5.3715, for

the Hol-istÍc version, and a mean of 4.0583, for the
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Serial-istic version. The respondents al-so indicated that

these manipulations were significantly different (F:96.813,

p<.000 at a 952 confidence level) (see Appendix 5).

The scales used for the dependent variables were al-so

examined to determine their veracity. The scal-e for

Perceived Quafity and Perceived Value are wel-I-developed

and validated questions have been effectively used

repeatedly in causal research. The scal-e for Perceived

Val-ue was developed, refined, and validated initially by

Monroe and Chapman (1981), and then followed by other

researchers (Monroe 1990; Dodds and Monroe 1985; and Monroe

and Chapman 1987) . Rel-iabil-ity measures for this sample

rúrere examined. For the measure of Perceived Quality

(questionnaire j-tems L, 2, 3, l, and 9 on the first page of

questions after the assembly instructions) the Cronbach's

Alpha was .826. The Cronbach's AJ-pha for Perceived Va1ue

(questionnaire items 4 (recoded), 5, 6, and B on the first

page of questions after the assembly information) and

Attitude Toward Technical Documentation (questionnaire

j-tems 12, 13, 14, and 15 on the first page of questions

after the assembly information) \^/ere .196 and .B4B

respectively (see Appendix 6) .
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SA}IPLES' CULTURJAI DIMENSIONS

Respondents \^Iere asked the questions contained in

Hofstede's revised survey. Each of the cultures represented

by the respondents \^/ere checked to make sure the sample

from each cufture had dimensions simil-ar to what Hofstede

had found. The formula from Hofstede's second edition

(200I) was used to determine Individualism/Collectivism and

Uncertainty Avoidance .

DE\¡ELOPMENT Of INDTVIDUAT,ISM/COLLECTIVTSM INDICES BY

CULTURE

In developing the Individualism/Coll-ectivlsm fndices,

questions from the revised Hofstede survey hrere added to

the experimental instrument. Based on Hofstede's (2001)

adjustments, the formulas for calculating cultural

dimensions were modified to all-ow for their use with

housewives, students, and those not currentl-y employed. The

formul-a used for Individualism was [-27 (mean for live in a

desirable area) +30 (mean for work with people who cooperate

well- with one another) +'76 (mean score for have good

physical working conditions) -43 (mean score for have a job

whj-ch leaves you sufficient time for your personal or

famiJ-y life) -29 (constant)l and the adjustment for

education (see figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2 Development of Individualism/Collectivism Indices by Culture

Country
Live

Desire Cooperate
Good

Condition
Free
Time Education

Cultural
Indices

Canada

China

Japan

1.79

1.62

2.08

1Lt

1,7t

1.62

1.56

1 É.')

1.82

1.62

1.79

1 '7<

1.45

1.3s

t.32

1a)

29.00

29.00

29.00

57.139

8 i .200

40.673

a./l 1al

In Hofstede's study, the U.S. and Canada cultures \¡rere

cfassified as Individuafistic cuftures, with Japan and

China being cfassified as Col-l-ectivist cultures. Because of

respondents' answers to the questions from Hofstede's

study, the Individual-ism/Coflectivism indices cafculated

for this study resul-ted in the U.S. (64.126) , Canada

(57.139) , and China (81.200) being classified as

Individual-istic, with Japan (40 . 673 ) being cl-assif ied as

Collectivistic. The different resul-ts for Chinese sample

for this research as compared to the results from

Hofstede's study wil-l be discussed when the resufts of the

experiment are discussed.

UNCERTATNTY AVOIDAI{CE

The questions from Hofstede's revised survey were

reviewed taking into account the four student populations
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that would be participating in the experiment. One of the

questions in the formul-a for Uncertainty Avoidance of

..How often do you feeÌ nervous or tense at work", would not

be applicable to at least one half of the cultural groups.

Foreign students on student visas are not allowed to work,

which would al-so be the case for traditional students who

are not employed. Thís being the case, respondent.s would

have to make up an answer or l-eave the question blank. This

would make it difficul-t to determine if an answer was made

up, and would result in questioning the reliability of

answers to this particular questi-on. Therefore, this

question of ..How often do you feel- nervous or tense at

work, " was not used. In the formula, the means from

Hofstede's (2001) the results from two surveys with six

occupancies were used for this one question -

The formul-a used to cal-culate each culture's

Uncertainty Avoidance index was: 300- (40*Hofstede' s means

for tense at work)-(% of respondents who answered 4 or 5 on

question 25)- (3Q*mean of question 26) . The ans\^/er was then

adjusted for fevel of education as recommended by Hofstede

(see figure 5.3) .
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Figure 5.3 Development of Uncertainty Avoidance Indices

Country
Hofstede's

Means* Longtime Rules Total Education
Cultural
Indices

Canada
China
Japan

U.S.

3.27
3.5+

2.85

3.31

70.60

52.00

19.80

33.10

2.92

2.35

3.08

2.73

I 1.00

43.99

73.80

52.52

-J

-J

2

-9

8.00
40.99

75.80

43.52

Geert Hofstede (2001), C(1¡tre.'¡.Corygquence.s: Comparing Values, Behaviors, Institulions and Organizations
across Nations. 2" edition. Thousand oaks. cA: sase publications.

rn Hofstede's study, Japan, s index (92) was calculated

as hiqh on Uncertainty Avoidance, with the U.S. (46) and

canada (48) just bel-ow the midpoint, and china (2g) at the

fow end. Based on Hofstede's analysis Japan would be

cl-assified at the high end, and the u.S., canada, and china

at the fow end. with the respondents in this experiment,

Japan's index (75.80) was cafcufated as hiqh on uncertainty

Avoi-dance, with china (40 .99) and the u . s . (43 . s2) j ust

befow the midpoint, and canada (8.00) at the fow end.

similar to Hofstede, Japan woufd be categorized as hiqh and

canada, china, and the u.s. woufd be categorized as fow on

Uncertainty Avoidance .

TEST OE' POSSIBLE COVARTATES

Before testing the hypotheses, possibJ-e co-variates
(gender, styJ-e of processi-ng, experience) af fects on the
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dependent variabre were examined. An anarysis of each

variabl-e was performed to determine its possible impact on

the dependent variabres. rn atl cases but one there were

no significant effects (See figure 5.4). The onJ_y

significant effect was for gender on attitude. rn

examining this effect croser, anar-ysis indicated that in
all- instances female Attitudes toward the Technlcal

Documentation vvere higher than mal_e Attitudes. Therefore,

all samples woul-d see the same infr_uence on the overarr
cultural results - This wouÌd then exhibit negrigible

inf ruence on the comparison of the cur-tures. since on]_y

this one Attitude toward the Technical Documentation is
infÌuenced by the covariate of gender, the overall_ effect

Figure 5.4 Tests of Possible Covariates

Covariate Perceived Qualitv Perceived Value Attitude
F-Value Sign F-Value Sign F-Value Sign

Style of Proc
Words

Style of Proc
Pictures

Gender

Familiarity
Bike

Familiarity
Tech Docmnt

0.782

1.038

1.318

1.005

1 .139

0.844

0.410

0.248

0.473

0.239

0.771

1.271

0.487

0.883

0.99s

0.857

0.1 06

0.8r8

0.716

0.494

.047

1.214

2.413

1.024

r.181

0.397

0.1 56

0.027

0.436

0.1 85
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of al-l- three covariates may al-so be considered negligible

The other cul-turaf indices were examj_ned to determine any

possible impact they may have on the dependent variables.

The cul-tural- di-mensions of power Distanca

Mascul-ine/Feminine, and Short-term/Long-term orientatÍon

\^/ere analyzed (see Figure 5.5). with the exception of power

Distance on Perceived val-ue, none of the other cuftural

dimensi-ons had any impact on the dependent variables. rn

examini-ng this cuf tural- dimension, Hof stede (1980 , rg}4)

found i-ntercorrel-ations between power Distance and

uncertainty Avoidance. rn the cases of Japan (rarge power

Figure 5.5 Tests of Possible Covariates

Cultural

Dimension

Perceived Quality Perceived Value Attitude

F- Value Significance F-Value Significance F-Value Significance

Power
Distance

Masculine/
Feminine

Long-term/
Short-term
Orientation

1.40

0.481

0.548

0.163

0.696

0.460

3.229

0.3r4

1.25

0.00

0.815

0.124

1.233

0.289

0.421

0.259

0.835

0.514

Distance and

U.S. (smal-l-

strong Uncertainty

Power Distance and

Avoidance), Canada and the

Small Uncertainty
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Avoidance) , he found that there lvere correfations. since

theory proposes the infl-uence of uncertainty Avoidance on

Attitudes, and there is correration between these two

cuftural dimensions for three of the four cuftures under

study, the significant resul-ts were not surprising. The

analysis was conducted without considering these three

cul-turaf dimensions, and without the presence of the co-

variates in the ANOVA modei_s.

TEST OF HYPOTHESTS

Test of H1u: uncertainty Avoidance will- moderate the
relationship between Amount of rnformation and perceived
Quality in such a vvay that when uncertainty avoidance is
high (low) a stronger relationship with high information
content - verbal- Dominance (high Visuaf content - visual
Dominance) wil-l- be demonstrated.

The hypothesis invoJ_ving the moderating impact of

cul-ture was tested via ANovA folJ-owing Baron and Kenny

(1986) (see figure 5.6). rn this experiment, verbal/visual

Dominance is the predictor (path a), the impact of

Figure 5.6

Predictor

Test of Moderator Effect

Moderator Outcome
Variable

Predictor
X

Moderator
Reuben M Baron and David A Kenny 1986 "The Moderator-Mediator Variable Distinction in Social
Psychological Research: Conceptual, Strategic, and Statistical Considerations," Joumal ofSocial psychology 51,
6,p. l174



uncertainty Avoidance is a moderator (path b), and the

interaction, or product of these two directly impacts the

outcome variabl-e (Path c) .

According to Baron and Kenny (1986), the moderator

hypothesis is supported if the j-nteraction path of

verbal/visuaf Dominance and uncertainty Avoidance is

significant. The different versions of the experimental

instrument v/ere coded one for verbar Dominance, and zero

for Visual Dominance. Since, in the hypothesized

rel-ationship, a cul-ture's preferred processJ-ng is either

with a fear of Uncertainty (preference for Verbal

Dominance) or a wirlingness to take risks (preference for

visual Dominance), the curturaf dimension of uncertainty

Avoidance was coded as one for hi-gh uncertainty Avoidance,

or two for l-ow uncertainty Avoi-dance and used as a two-

level- categoricaJ- variable in the analysis.

A muftivariate ANOVA was run to test for main effects

of the Verbal/visual Dominance, Holistic/serial-istic

organization, and uncertainty Avoidance on perceived

Quality. The results of the analysis indicated that

verbal-/visual Dominance did not have a significant main

effect on Perceived Quafity (F:0.150, p:0.699; see Appendix
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7) . Hofistic/Serial-istic Organization also did not exhibit

a significant main effect on Perceived Quality (F:1.906,

p:0.168; see Appendix 'l). Likewise, Uncertainty Avoidance

did not have a main affect (F:0.194, p:0.660; see Appendix

t).

In the multivariate ANOVA that was run to determine

whether Uncertainty Avoidance did indeed moderate the

rel-ationship between Verbal-,/Visuaf Dominance and Perceived

Quality, the interaction between Uncertainty Avoidance and

Visual-/Verbal Dominance did have a marginatly significant

impact on Perceived Quality (F:3.076, p:0.08). Alt other

possible interactions were not significant (see Appendix

1). A regression was also run to examine the moderating

impact of Uncertainty Avoidance on the refationship between

Verbal-/Visual- Dominance and Perceived Quality. The resufts

al-so indicated a marginally significant refationship

(F:3.844; p:0. 05; f3:-. 114; r: . 104; 12:.0I'l ; L, 12= . 017 ) .

The next step was to determine if each of the cultural_

groups in the experiment demonstrated preferences

consistent with the hypothesis (for the cufturaf means see

figure 5.7). Since Japan is associated with high

Uncertainty Avoidance, respondents from this cul_ture were

expected to show higher ratì_ngs for Perceived Quality with

the Verbal- Dominance versions of the experimental_
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i-nstrument.

Quality for

Vühen examining

both the Verbal

for the Visually Dominant version of

Documentation should be higher than

their ratings of Perceived

and Visual Dominance

the Technical

for the VerbaÌly

Figure 5.7 Perceived Quality Means for Verbal and Visual Dominance by Culture

Culture Verbal Dominance Visual Dominance

Canada

China

Japan

U.S.

0.7r

0.61

0.11

0.83

1.45

1.27

0.69

0.79

instruments, their Perceived Quality was indeed higher for

the instruments with the VerbalJ-y Dominate Technical

Documentation (l:2.294, p:0.025) (see figure 5.8). Since

the other three cultures, Canada, China and the U.S., \,^Jere

low on Uncertainty Avoidance, their Perceived eual_ity

Figure 5.8 Japan's Attitudes by Version

0.71

0.71

0.70

0.70

0.69

0.69

1

Verbal Dominance
2

Visual Dominance

cú

o
q)

q)
c)
¡-
q)
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Dominant version. The respondents from canada and china did

give higher ratings of perceived eual-ity for the visuarJ_y

Dominant versions than for the VerbarJ_y Domi_nant versions

(Canada: t:3 .096, p:0 .002; China: t:3 .'l OB , p:0 . OO0 ) (see

Figure 5.8). However, the respondents from the u.s. rated

both versions of the Technicar Documentation about the

same, with the verbarly Dominant version rating higher on

Perceived Qual-ity than the visuarly Dominant version

(t:2.853, p:.005). Thus, the respondents from the U.S.

responded contrary to the hypothesized refationship (see

Figure 5.9) - Therefore, the resuÌts from the Japanese,

canadian, and chinese cul-tures supported the hypothesis,

whereas the resul-ts from the U.S. did not.

Figure 5.9 Perceived
Verbal/Visual

Quality Means for
Dominance by Culture

1.600

1.400

1.200

1.000

0.800

0.600

0.400

0.200

0.000

Visual Dominance

I

I

Canada I I

china ll

U S II___rl

I

I

__l
Verbal Dominance
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Test of H1¡: Individualism/ Col_fectivism culturaf
dimension will moderate the refationship between
organization of rnformation and percei_ved euality in such a
way that high rndividual-ism (collectivism) will_ demonstrate
a stronger rel-ationship between serial (Hol_istic) visuals
and Perceived QuaJ_ity.

The hypothesis invoJ-ving the moderating i-mpact of

Individuaf ism/Collectivism aj_so \ivas tested via mul-tivariate

ANovA foJ-lowing Baron and Kenny (1986) (see figure 5.6). rn

this case the moderator hypothesis is supported if the

interaction path of Hol-istic/serial-istic organization and

rndividual-ism/col-l-ectivism has a significant rel-ationship

with Percej-ved QuaJ_ity (Baron and Kenny 1986) .

The two versions of the experimental- instrument with

visual- information organized Hofistically were coded with a

one, and the t.wo versi-ons with the visuaf information

organized seriafistical-ly were coded with a zero. Since

peopJ-e will either prefer one organization or the other,

culture was once again coded categorically, with

cofrectivist cul-tures coded as a one and rndividualistic

cuftures coded as a two (Japan was coded as a one and

Canada, China, and the U.S. r¡/ere coded as a two) .

To examine the possibl-e moderation of cul_ture on the

rel-ationship of Organization and perceived euality, a

multivariate ANovA was run with both independent variables

of Verbaf/visual Dominance and Horistic/serial-istic
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Organization, the cufturaf variable of

rndividuafism/coJ-lectivism, with perceived euality as the

dependent variable. The resurts indj_cated that there was no

significant main effect between: verbal/visual Dominance

and Perceived Quality (F:0. 150, p:.699) ;

Hofistic/serial-istic organization and perceived euarity
(F:1. 906, p:. 168 ) ; and Individualism/Cotlectivism and

Perceived Qual-ity (F:.L94, p:0.660) . f n examining the

possible moderating impact of cufture, the hypothesized

relationship with Individualism/Coll-ectivism mod.erating the

rel-ationship between Hol-istic/Seriafistic organization and

Perceived Quality demonstrated marginarry significant

resufts (F:3 .725, p:0.08-l ; see Appendix B) . The resul_ts of

the other possible interaction indicated that none \^¡ere

significant with the exception of

rndividual-ism/col-l-ectivism and verbar/visual Dominance

which vras marginally significant (F:3.076, p:OBO; see

Appendix B).

A regression was also run examine the moderating

impact of rndividuafism/colrectivism on the relationship

between Holistic/Seriatistic organization and perceived

Qual-ity. The resul_ts also indicated a marginaJ_ly

significant relationship ( F:3 . 331; p:0 . O 69; Ê:-. 115; r:.091 ;

12:.oi 4i ) .
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The moderating impact of Individuafism/Collectivism on

the relationship between Verbal-/Visuaf Dominance and

Perceived Quality has no precedence in the l-iterature. It

may be possible that because people hiqh on IndíviduaÌism

have a tendency to rely on themsefves to accomplish task,

that this characteristic may impact their preferences for

information from experts, which would be indicated by their

preference for either Verbal-Iy or Visually Dominate

technical- documentation. On the other hand, it may very

wel-l- be that this result is unique to the respondents used

in this experiment. fn order to understand the results

indicating a moderating impact of

Individualism/Collectivism on the refationship between

Verbal/Visual Dominance and Perceived Qual-ity, further

exploration and study is needed.

Next, each cul-ture was examined to see if the results

for each cuftural- group demonstrated preferences consistent

with the hypothesis (for the cultural- means see Figure

5.10). Since the Japanese sample was categorized as

colÌective, their Perceptions of Qual-ity should be highest

for the experimental instrument with Holistic visuals. The

resul-ts indicate that t.he Japanese subjects' Perceptions of
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Figure 5.10 Perceived Quality Means for Holistic/Serialistic Organization by Culture

Culture Holistic Organization Serialistic Organization

Canada

China

Japan

U.S.

0.95

0.84

0.61

0.76

1.08

1.16

0.81

0.86

Qualit.y for the SeriaÌistical-fy organized visual_s was

slightly higher than for the Hol-isticalJ-y organized visuals

(t:0.889, p:.377). This is contrary to the hypothesized

refationship (see figure 5.11).

The respondents from Canada, China and the U.S.

categorized as Individualistic. Therefore, their

Figure 5.11 Perceived Qualify
for Organization of Visuals

were

c)

0)
CJ

oJl

Ko L/

I

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

I
Holistic versus

2

Serialistic
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Perceptions of Qual-ity are expected to be higher for the

serialistically organized vj-suaf s. rn examini_ng the results

for these three groups, all of them rated perceived euality
higher for the serial-isticalry organized visual-s over the

Holistlcally organized visual-s (Canada; t:4.II4, p:0.O0;

China: t:3.6'70, p:0.000; U.S.: L:3.I24, p:O.O02) (see

figure 5-12) . The resul-ts from canada, china, and the u.s.

support the hypothesized rel-ationshíp.

Figure 5.12 Perceived Quality for
Organization of Visuals

1.400

1.200

1.000

0.800

0.600

0.400

0.200

0.000

12
Holistic versus Serialistic

Test of HZu: Uncertainty Avoidance will_ moderate the
relationship between Amount of rnformation (Verbal- versus
Visual Dominance) and Attitude Toward the Technical
Documentatj-on (Ata) with high uncertainty Avoidance (1ow
uncertainty Avoidance) having a positive impact on the
relationship between high (verbaf Dominance) (1ow-visuaÌ
Dominance) Amounts of fnformation.

GI

é)

c)
O
¡r
c)
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The two versions of the experj-menta] instrument were coded

with one for Verbal- Dominance, and a zero for the visually

Dominant versj-ons. since the hypothesized rerationship is

with a preference for one version or the other, the

curtures were categorized as either high in uncertainty

Avoidance or low i-n uncertainty Avoidance. Japan was coded

high in Uncertainty Avoidance and Canada, China, and the

u.s. .l-ow on uncertainty Avoidance. rn accordance with Baron

and Kenny (1986), in order to examine the moderation of

culture on the refationship between verbar/visual Domj_nance

and Attitude Toward the Technical- Documentation, a

multivariate ANovA was run with the independent variables

of verbal-/visual Dominance and Hof istic/Seriar-istic

Organization, the cultural_ dimension of Uncertainty

Avoidance, and the dependent variabre of Attitude Toward

the Technical- Documentation.

The mul-tivariate ANovA resufts indicated that the main

effects of uncertainty Avoidance and Hol_istic/seriaristic

Organization on At.titude toward the Technical Documentation

were not significant (Uncertainty Avoidance: F:0.033,

P:0.857; Organization: F:l.435, p: 0.232). The resul_ts did

indicate a marginally significant main effect of

Verbal-,/visual Dominance on Attitude toward Technicaf

Documentation (F:2.959, p:0.086, see Appendix j). In
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examining the possible moderating impact of Uncertaint.y

Avoidance on the rel-ationship between VerbaÌ/Visual

Dominance and Attitude toward the Technica-l- Documentation,

a significant rel-ationship was evident (F:4.261 , p:0.006,

see Appendix 1). The moderating impact of Uncertainty

Avoidance increases the significance of the relationship of

verbaf/visual- Dominance with Attitude toward the Technicaf

Documentation (from p:0.86 to p:0.006), which supports the

hypothesis. None of the other possible j-nteractions were

significant (see Appendix 1). A regression was also run

examine the moderating impact of uncertainty Avoidance on

the rel-ationship between Verbal-/Visual Dominance and

Attitude t.oward the Technicaf Documentation. The results

indicated a significant relationship (F:1 .42I; p:0.007; 13:-

.IB2; r: .I43 ¡ 12: . OLg4) .

The resufts from each of the four culture groups were

examined to determine if each of them responded in the

hypothesized way (for the cul_tural means see figure 5.13).

Figure 5.13 Attitude Means for Verbal/Visual Dominance by Culture

Culture Verbal Dominance Visual Dominance

Canada

China

Japan

U.S.

3.43

3.39

3.90

3.64

2.77

3.04

3.5 I

3.65
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First, Japan as the high uncertainty Avoidance was examined

to determine if Attitude Toward the Technical Documentation

was.higher for the Verbal- Dominance versions of the

Technicaf Documentation. The results support the

hypothesized rel-ationship with the Japanese respondents

displaying more favorabl_e Attitudes toward the Verbally

Dominant Technical Documentation (L=22.849, p:0. O0) (see

figure 5. 14 ) .

Canada, China, and the U.S. being low in Uncertainty

Avoidance should have more favorable Attitudes t.oward the

Technical Documentation that is Visually Dominant. The

results indicated that the canadian and chinese respondents

demonstrated higher Attitudes towards the Verbal-ly Dominant

Technicaf Documentation, contrary to the hypothesis

Figure 5.14 Attitudes for Verbal,/Visual Domiance

Þ0

ú
q)

4.000
3.900
3.800
3.700
3.600
3.500
3.400
3.300
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(Canada: L:20.956, p:0.00; China: t:19.820, p:0.00). The

resufts from the u. s. sample seemed al-most the same for the

Verbally Domj-nant and the visually Dominance versions, but

al-so demonstrated higher Attitude towards Verbally Dominant

Technical Documentation (L:22.28-1, p:0. 000) (see figure

s.1s).

Fisure 5-15 Attitude for Verbal/Visual Dominance

U)
ê!

¡-
c)

4.000

3.500

3.000

2.500

2.000

1.500

1.000

0.500

0.000

i.--- - -

l- -ca;âdâ i

l- - -china i

L-- ,.r l

Verbal Visual i

I

Test of H2n: Individualism versus Cofl_ectivism will
moderate the rel-ationship between Organization of
fnformation and Attitude Toward the Technical Documentation
(Ata) with high fndividualism (High Coffectivism) having a
posi-tive impact on the rel_ationship between Seriat
(Holistic) visuals and A¡¿.

The experimentaf instruments with the Holistically

organized visuafs r¡Jere coded as a one, and the instruments

with the serialisticalJ-y organized visuals, v,/ere coded as a
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zero- once again, the categories of rndividuafism for
canada, china, and the u.s. were coded as one, and of

col-l-ectivism f or Japan were coded as a two. rn accordance

with Baron and Kenny (1986), the rer-ationship between

Holistically,/serial-istically organization of the instrument

and rndividuarism and Attitude toward the Technical

Documentation was analyzed. A multivariate ANovA was run

with both independent variables of verbal-/visuaf Dominance

and Horistic/serial-istic organization, the curtural_

variabfe of rndividuafism/collectJ_vism, and the dependent

variabl-e of Attitude toward the Technical Documentation.

(see Appendix B).

The resul-ts from the analysis indicate that the main

effect for Hoi-istic/serialistic organization on Attitudes

toward Technicai_ Documentation, and

rndividuafism/coflectivism on Attitudes toward Technical-

Documentation r¡/ere not signif icant (organizat j-on: F:1 .435,

p:0.232; fndivj-dualism: F:0.033, p:0.857, see Appendix B).

The main effect for Verbal-/Visual Dominance was marginalty

significant (F:2.959, p:0.086, see Appendix B).

rn examj-ning the possibfe moderatÍon effect of

rndividual-ism/collectivism on the relationship between

Holistic/Serialistic organization and Attitudes toward the

Technicaf Documentation, the resul_ts indicate a significant
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rel-ationship (E:3.I42, p:0. 007, see Appendix B ) , which

supports the hypotheses. All of the other interactions

examined were not significant (see Appendix B). A

regression was afso run examine the moderating impact of

Individualism/Coflectivism on the relationship between

Holistic/serialistic organization and Attitude toward the

Technical- Documentation. The resul-ts indicated a marginalry

significant relationship (p:2.086; p:0.054; þ:-.782; r:

.014; 12:.055; A,12: .055) .

The resui_ts from each of the four cuftural groups were

examined to determine if each of them responded in the

hypothesized way (for the culturaf means see Figure 5.16).

Figure 5.16 Attitude Means for Holistic/Serialistic Organization by Culture

Culture Holistic Organization Serialistic Organization

Canada

China

Japan

U.S.

3.28

3.52

3.71

3.67

3.04

2.93

3.62

3.62

With the Japanese culture cl-assified as a Collective

cufture, their Attitudes loward the Hofistically Organized

visuals would be expected to be higher than their Attitudes

towards the Serialistical-ly Organized Visuals. Their

Attitudes \^/ere more favorable for the Hofistically
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Organized Visuals as hypothesized (t:20.680, p:0.000) (see

Figure 5. 17 ) .

Figure 5.17 Attitudes for Organization
of Visuals

3.720
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With Canada, China and the U.S. being cl-assÍfied as having

an Individualistic culture, respondents' Attitudes toward

the Serial-istical-Iy Organized Visuafs shoul-d be higher than

for the Holistical-J-y Organized Visual-s. In examining the

results from the three cultural groups, Attitudes of the

Canadians and the Chinese were higher for the Holistically

Organized Visual-s than the Serial-istical-ly Organized

Visuals (Canada: t:20.694, p:0.000; China: L:20.613,

p=0.000; see figure 5.14), contrary to the hypotheses.

SimiJ-arly, Attitudes of the respondents f rom the U. S. were
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d
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higher for the

(L:22.6'19, p:0

Holistic than for

000, see figure 5.

the Serial-istic Visuals

18 ) .

Figure 5.18 Attitudes for Organization
of Visuals
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Test of H3: There will be a positive refationship between
Perceived Quality and Perceived Value.

The relationship between Perceived Quality and

Percej-ved Val-ue was examined for al-l- subjects and for each

of the cultural groups. For all subjects, a strong positive

relationship was found (r:791, p:.001) (see figure 5.15).

Each of the cuftural groups afso demonstrated a strong

positive refationship, with Canada demonstrating the

strongest relationship (¡:.651) foffowed by the U.S.

(r:.621), Japan (r:.521), and Hong Kong (r:.506) (see

(t)
bo

¡.
o
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Figure 5.19). Rel-ationships were significant at the p:.001

levels. These resul-ts support H3.

Perceived Quality should mediate the refationship between

the predictor variabfes and Perceived Varue. The procedure

to test for mediation by Baron and Kenny (1986), and

applied to the Perceived Quality and perceived Value by

Agarwal and Teas (2002, ) \^/as used to examine the

relationships in the model proposed j-n this research. The

three steps invol-ved in testing'mediation in this case

involve:

(1) Regress the mediator variabl-e (e.g. perceived

Quality) on the exptanatory variabl_e (e.g. the

product of the cultural_ dimension and the

Figure 5.19 Test of Relationship between Perceived Quality
and the other Dependent variables
(with report of r values and their significance)

Perceived Quality

Canada China Japan US Total

Perceived
Value .651 * .506* .527* .627+ .797*

Attitudes .875* .749* .793 * .832* .810*

*significant at the .001 level
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corresponding version of the technical_

documentation) .

(2) Regress the dependent variable (e.g. perceived

Value) on the explanatory variabl_e (e.g. the product

of the cufturaf dimension and the corresponding

verslon of the technical documentation) .

(3) Regress the dependent variabfe (e.g- perceived Vafue

on the explanatory variable (e.g. the product of the

cu.l-tural- dimension and the corresponding version of

the technical documentation) and the mediator

variable (e.9. Perceived Quality) .

The resul-ts of the regressions indicate that the

mediation rel-ationship does exist between perceived euatity

and Perceived Value (for Tndividual_ism/Collectivism

F:266.626.008, p<0.000; for Uncertainty Avoidance

F:300.669, p<0.000; see Appendix 9).

The analysis from the three-step procedure deveì_oped

by Baron and Kenny (1986) render resufts simil-ar to Agarwal

and Teas (2001) . Perceived Qual_ity did mediate the

refationship between the product of culture and technical-

documentation and Perceived Vafue (see Appendix 9) .

Furthermore, the change in 12 as the analysis went from one

model- to the next, in accordance with Baron and Kenny

(1986) was L, 12: .50'/ , p:0. OO for Organization of
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Information and A 12: .511 and p:0.00 for Dominance of

information. These resul-ts provide further support of H3 and

the proposed model-.

Test of H4: There wil-l- be a positive relationship between
Perceived Qual-ity and Attitude Toward the Technical-
Documentation (Ata) .

The relationship between Perceived Quality and

Attitude toward the Technical Documentation was examined

first for the entire data set and then for each of the

cultural- groups. For the entire data set the relationship

between Perceived Quality and Attitude was a very strong

positive relationship (¡:.810, p:0.001) (see Figure 5.15) .

Each of the cuftural- groups exhibited the same strong

positive rel-ationship, with the Canadian's exhibiting the

strongest rel-ationship (¡:.875), fol-l-owed by the U.S.

Figure 5.20

Relationship of Perceived Quality to Perceived Value and Attitudes ( r values)

Canada China Japan US Complete
Model

Perceived
Value

Attitudes

.651*

.875*

.506*

.749*

.521+

.783 *

.627*

.832*

.797+

.810*

*signihcant at the .001 level
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respondents (r:.832), the Japanese (r:.783), and, lastÌy,

the Hong Kong sampJ-e (r:.149) (see figure 5.15) . Att were

significant at the .000 l-evel. The results provided strong

support for H4.

To further test the relatj-onship in the model, Perceived

Quality is expected to mediate the relationship between the

predictor variabl-es and Attitude toward the Technical

Documentation. Baron and Kenny's (1986) procedure was used

to examine the possibÌe mediator rel-ationship between

Perceived Qual-ity and Attitudes toward the Technical

Documentation. This procedure for testing mediation effects

was applied to the variabl-es in this study in the following

way:

(1) Regress the mediator variable (e.9. Perceived

Quality) on the explanatory variabl-e (e.9. the

product of the cul-tural dimension and the

corresponding versi-on of the technical

documentation).

(2) Regress the dependent variable (e.9. Attitudes) on

the explanatory variabl-e (e.9. the product of the

cul-tural- dimension and the corresponding version of

the technical- documentation) .

(3) Regress the dependent variable (e.9. Attitudes) on

the explanatory variable (e.9. the product of the
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cul-tural dimension and the corresponding version of

the technical documentation) and the mediator

variabl-e (e.9. Perceived Quality) .

The three-step results support the mediation

refationship as proposed in the modef (Individualism,

F:4.59, p: 0.000, ; Uncertainty Avoidance , F:4.829,

p:0.000; (see Appendix 10) and support Ha. Furthermore,

the change in r squared as the anaLysis went through the

process was L12: .620 and p:0.00 for Organization of

information, and A12: .626 and p:Q.gg for Dominance of

information.

INDIVIDUAI CULTURAL VAI,T'ES

The results for the U. S. respondents suggest that the

sample was actual-ly split, with one part indicating

preferences proposed by the model, and another part

responding in an opposite manner. Rokeach (1973) indicated

that cultural- upheavaJ- may resul-t in a change in a person's

total- vafue system. Murphy, Gordon and Muflen (2004), using

the val-ues from Rokeach's scal-e, found that there had been

change in twenty-seven of the thirty-six val-ues for U. S.

citizens after the September 11 terrorists attack. With the

resul-ts for the U.S. sample, it is possibl-e that a value
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shift is taking place in the U.S., whether temporary or

permanent.

To further understand the possible moderating impact

of cul-ture, âD examination of culture on the individuaf

l-evel- was conducted. There are several- formulas for

calcuì-ating cultural indices from the questions in

Hofstede's survey. After examining research using vari-ous

formufas using the questions from Hofstede's survey,

formulas for both rndividualism and uncertainty Avoidance

were developed. rn keeping with the intent of Hofstede, the

questions of the importance of: personal time; good working

conditions,' security; and challenging work \^rere used. Each

respondent \,vas then categorized as one, for

Individualistic, and, t\nro, for Col-lectivist. Results of the

questions indicated that 204 (57.1%) of the respondents

fit into the classificati-on of rndividual-ist and 105(42.62)

fit into the cfassification of Col-l-ectivists.

An mul-tivariate ANOVA was run with the

Tndividual/col-fective category and Hoi-istic/serial-istic

organizatj-on with the dependent variabl_es of perceived

Qual-ity and Attitudes. The resul-ts of the ANOVA were not

significant. Perceived Quality exhibited results of:

F:7.326; and p:9.261. Attitude toward the Technical

DocumenLation results rdere: F=1 .042; and p:0. 354 . Thus, the
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results indicated that at

vùas not supported

the individuat levef the model_

uncertainty Avoidance for the individuat respondent

was cal-cul-ated using the same questions as for t.he nationaf

cul-tural- index. The cul-ture index was developed with the

following formula: 300 (¿0* Hofstede,s curtural mean for

"nervous at work") - ("staying with a company for a long

time") - (30* "company rul_es shouÌd not be broken,,) Then

each culture was categorized as either hiqh in uncertainty

Avoidance or .l-ow in uncertainty Avoidance. The resul_ts of

the categorization had L79 (50.3%) of the respondents as

high in uncertainty Avoidance and Lii (49.12) as low in

Uncertainty Avoidance.

A muftivariate ANOVA was run with individual

Uncert.ainty Avoidance and VerbaI/Visual_ Dominance with t.he

dependent varj-abres of Perceived euafity and Attitude

toward Technical- Documentation. The resul_ts indicated the

relationship between Visual-/VerbaI Dominance and perceived

QuaJ-ity as moderated by uncertainty Avoidance was not

significant with the F:1.802, p=0.166. The relationship

between the rndependent variab]e and moderating variabre

with Attitude toward the Technicaf Documentation was

significant with the F: 3.855, p:0.026. The results from

the individual- cul-tural- indices woufd seem to indicate that
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national cufturaf indices wourd be most effective in

determining respondents' preferences for visuar information

in technicaf documentation. National cuftures indices

ability to more significantly indicate preferences for
technlcal- documentation may be a resuft of the nationaÌ

culture determining the type of processing used in the

education system. The resul-ts from the nationaf culture

wifl be discussed furt.her in Chapter 6.

SUMI1IARY

rn this chapter the resul-ts from two pre-tests \,vere

first examined. The first pre-test \,vas conducted to verify

that the manipulation check questions were both valid and

refiable. The second pre-test was conducted to determine

that the two manipulations of the experimental instrument,

that of verbal-/visual- Dominance and Hol-istic/seriatistic

organization, h/ere successful-. The results from the second

pre-test indicated that respondents did see a significant

difference in the manipuJ-ations. Forlowing these two

pretests, the resufts from the manipulation check questions

from the entire experiment were examj_ned to determine that

the manipulation of the technical- documentation was

successful- with the respondents from afl_ four cuftures. The

resul-ts indicated that al-l- cultural- groups j udged the
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versions to be significantly different from each other, So

the manipul-ations in the experiment were successful.

In addition to the manipulation check, the

demographics of the respondents \^,ere examined to ensure

that the samples from each of the four cuÌtural groups r,4/ere

simil-ar based on age, level of education and familiarity

with bicycles, the product assembly information used in the

experiment. The samples were found to be simifar on al-t

three of the characteristic in question.

Before the test of hypothesis was undertaken, possibJ_e

covariates were examined to see if they exhibited any

effect on the dependent variabfes. The covariates tested

consisted of: Style of Processing, with preferences for

words and preferences for visual-s both examined; gender;

familiarity with bicycles; and familiarity with technical-

documentation. With the exception of gender's significant

effect on Attitude toward the Technical Documentation, none

of the covariates demonstrated a significant effect.

Next the test of hypothesis was undertaken. H1u and H15

r^rere both marginall-y signif icant. With respect to H1u the

subjects from Japan, Canada, and China responded as

hypotheslzed, but respondents from the U.S. did not. Vùith

respect to H15, respondents from Canada, Chj-na and the U.S.
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responded as hypothesized, whereas respondents from the

Japan responded contrary to the hypotheses.

The tests of H2a and H2b showed the relationship

between versions of the documentationr âs moderated by

culture, and Attitudes toward the Technical Documentation

to be significant. In examining the resui-ts for H2a from

each of the cul-tural groups, Lhe Japanese group was the

only one exhibiting the refationship as hypothesized. The

Japanese, categorized as high Uncertainty Avoidance,

demonstrated higher Attj-tudes toward the Technical

Documentatj-on with hiqh Verbal- Dominance. Both the Canadian

and Chinese, categorized as low Uncertainty Avoidance,

should have demonstrated higher Att.itudes for Visually

Dominate documentation. However, in both cases, they

demonstrated higher Attitudes toward the Verbally Dominant

documentation, contrary to H2a. The results from the U.S.

respondents were simil-ar to the Canadian and Chinese, with

Attitudes for each Verbally Dominated documentation being

higher.

The results for H2b were al-so significant. In

examining the four cultural groups' results, the results

from the Japanese, categorized as Collective, and the U.S.,

categorized as Individualistic, samples h/ere as

hypothesized. The Japanese respondents demonstrated higher
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Attitudes for the Hol-istically organized visual-s, and the

U.S. respondents demonstrated higher Attitudes for the

Seria-Iistically organized visual-s. The Canadian and

Chinese, both being categorized as Individual-istic in this

research, demonstrated higher Attitudes for the

Hol-istically organized visuals, contrary to the hypotheses.

fn a further test of the model, Perceived Quality was

found to mediate the relationship between the product of

the independent variable and moderator and Perceived Value.

Furthermore, Perceived Qual-ity also mediated the

relationship with Attitude toward the Technical-

Documentation. Therefore, there was not only a path

directly to Attitudes toward the Technicaf Documentation

from the moderated relationships, but a path was found

through Perceived Qual-ity. This supports the modeled

rel-ationships.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSTONS

O\IERVIEW

This concluding chapter amalgamates the study findings

el-ucidated in the previous chapters. The cultural

dimensions of fndividualism/Coffectivism and Uncertainty

Avoidance moderating effects on Perceived Quality,

Perceived Val-ue, and Attitudes towards the Technical

Documentation wil-l be summarized. The theoretical and

managerial implications from the results of this research

will be discussed. FinaIJ-y, the fimitations of the research

are discussed with sugg'ests and possibilities for further

research are explored and discussed.

MATN FINDINGS

The model- with the hypothesis and the resufts of the

overafl model, incl-uding the significant and marginally

significant results are presented in figure 6.I. The

results and interpretatJ-on of the results wiII be discussed

in this section, a1l significant results are discussed.

First, the overaff interactions wil-l be discussed followed

by the interactions for each cultural- group.
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Figure 6.1 Cross-Cultural Differences in Freferences for
Visual Information In Technical Ðocumentation

H2a Significant
F:4.27, p:0.006

H3 significant
r:.19.l¡ p=.001

Þ
Organization of
Verbal Information
(Holistic versus

serial)

H1b marginally sign
F:3.725, p:0.087

H2b significant
F:3.278, p:0.007

CULTURAL ANTECEDENTS

Power
Distance

Uncertainty
Avoidance

lndividualism

Hla marginally sign.
F:3.076, p:0.09

Information
(verbal versus

visual)

Attitude Toward
the Technical (4,¿)
Documentation

Díscussion of Results

The Organization of fnformation (Holistic versus

Serialistic) moderated by the cul-tural dimension of

Individuafism/Col-lectivism demonstrated a marginally

significant impact on Perceived Quality and a significant

impact on Attitudes towards the Technical- Documentation
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(see Figure 6.2). Further more, organizatj-on of rnformation

moderated by Individualism had a significant impact

Figure 6.2 Indepe rdent Variabl and Culture
Attitude

nteraction
Perceived
Value(Oual)

Attitude
(Oual)

F L-,,,,,1 F t'r-arrttrl F' t.; n-r¡q lr re

Organization x
Individualism

3.72: .087 3.278 .007 266.6 .00 337.9 .00

Dominance x
Uncertainty

3.07( 0.08 4.27 .006 300.67 00 340.9 .00

on Perceived Value and Attitude toward the Technical

Documentation through Perceived Quality. verbar/visual-

Dominance of the information moderated by the cultural

dimension of Uncertainty Avoidance had a marginalJ_y

significant impact on Perceived Quality and a significant

impact on Attitudes toward the Technical Documentation.

Furthermore, Verbal,/Visual- Dominance moderated by

Uncertaj-nty Avoidance through Perceived Quality had a

significant impact on Perceived value and Attitude toward

the Technical Documentation. on cl-oser examination of these

refationships, the analysis by cultural group del-ivered

results that were mixed (see Figure 6.3).

In examining resul-ts by culture, the Japanese culture

was the most consistent in supporting the hypothesized
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rel-ationships. This may be because Japan, âs a nation, is a

nation high in ethnic homogeneity, resultj-ng in a strong

national- cu.lture (Chew and Putti 1995, Dunphy and Shi 1986,

Karjala 1993, Yeh 198B). Afso, Japan has encountered the

dramatic events that Hong Kong and the U. S. have in the

recent past. The results from the Japanese respondents

supported afl of the hypothesis except H1b. The Japanese

sample was rated high on Uncertainty Avoidance, and

consistent with H1a, the Japanese respondents rated the

version with VerbaI Dominance higher on Perceived Quality

and higher on Attitudes toward the Technical Documentation.

The Japanese sample was also cfassified as a Collectivist

culture. The Japanese respondents did rate the Hofistically

organized visuals higher on Attitudes toward the Technical

Documentation, consistent with H2b.

However, contrary to H1b, their ratings of perceived

Quality for the organization of the visuafs were higher for

the Serial-istically organized visual-s rather than the

Holistícally organized as hypothesized. This may possibly

be a resul-t of the fact that the respondents from Japan are

studying in the U. S. where the education system supports an

Individual-ism/Seriaf istic learning style (FuIIer et al-

200A; Karjala 1993). It may also be that these Japanese

students have a personal processing style that v,/as not
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consistent with the national culture, and chose to study in

a country where their personal processing style woufd be

more compatible to the national cul-ture.

In research on dominant cul-ture and subcultural_

groups, Brumbaugh (2002) found that the subcultural groups

coul-d and did develop a knowledge of and adapt to the

communication styles of the dominant culture. Therefore, it

is possible that the Japanese respondents may have adapted

to the J-earning styJ-e inherent in the US educatj-on system

and rated the Perceived Quallty appropriately. Or it may be

that the Japanese students developed a personal processing

style s-imil-ar to the U.S. natlonal- cuÌture and that is why

they chose to study in the U. S. Whether the Japanese

respondents ratings of Perceived Qual-ity are a resuft of

personal style or adaptation is a point for further study

and research.

Both the Canadian and Chinese respondents support the

hypothesis when it came to ratings of Percei_ved QuaIity.

From the national cultural indices developed from their

answers to Hofstede's questions, both samples were

categorized as l-ow on Uncertainty Avoidance. With both

groups being categorized as l-ow Uncertainty Avoidance,

respondents would be expected to rely less on experts, be

willing to take some risks, want to work quickly,
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therefore, preferring their information in a Visually

Dominant manner. consistent with expectations of cul_tures

low on Uncertainty Avoidance, the Canadian and Chinese

respondents rated the versions with Visuaf Dominance higher

on Perceived Quality in accordance with H1a. The results

from both cultural- groups demonstrated that they did

respond in accordance with national- cul-ture expectations.

simirarÌy, both the canadian and chinese respondents were

categorized as rndividual-istic, based on their answers to

Hofstede's questions, and rated the versions with the

Serialistically organized visuafs higher on percej_ved

Qual-ity, consistent with H2a.

However, when it came to Attitudes toward the

Technical- Documentation with both verbal-,/visual- Dominance

and Holistic/serial-istic organization, both culturar groups

responded contrary to the hypothesis. The Chj_nese

respondents had results very similar to the canadians. The

fact that the chinese respondents in this research answered

Hofstede's questions in such a way as to be classified a

rndividual-istic rather than colfective was contrary to the

classification found in Hofstede's research.

Since the time that Hofstede conducted his research,

several- decades ãgo, Hong Kong has gone through extreme

political change. Rokeach (7913) stated that cul_tura]
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val-ues may undergo a change as a resul_t of this kind of

upheaval. Studies have supported the idea that national

cul-ture can change in a relatively short period of time

(Huo and Randofl I99I,' McGrath et aI 1992,. Raj-ston et al_

1993). Furthermore, research has supported the important

role that government plays in influencing national cufture

(Hamilton and Biggart 19BB; Ji and Karakowsky 2002; putnam

1993; Redding 1990) . Since the tj-me of Hofstede's research,

Hong Kong went from being rul-e by Great Britain to being

ruled by mainland China. t'. [T]o integrate a typicatly

capitalist city into a once-radicaÌ socialist country is

indeed an unprecedented experiment" (Chui, Ting, Tso and

Cai 1998, page 750).

This "experiment" has resul-ted in some unprecedented

resistance and unrest. (Seno 2004). Dowd (1981) found that

cul-tural change because of upheaval was much greater among

younger age groups, which would be consistent with the

respondents in this research. Some studies have concluded

that the cul-ture in Hong Kong and other parts of China is

movJ-ng toward similarities with the cufture in the U.S.,

specifical-ly away from Colfectivism toward Individualism

(McGrath et af 1992,' Westwood and Posner 1991; Yang I99I),

a movement simil-ar to that found in this research.
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The Resufts from the respondents from the U.S.

supported a1l but Hla. The U.S. respondents were

categorized as low in uncertainty Avoidance, and therefore

should have rated the Visually Dominant versions of the

instrument higher on Perceived Quality and Attitudes toward

the Technical- Documentation. The resufts demonstrated

slightry higher rati-ngs for the Verbally Dominant version

on Perceived Quality, contrary to H1a. Because the U. S.

Figure 6.3

Hvnothesis

Cultural Results fo
¡-'r""*
lCrlt Ratino, Reqnlfs

r each of the Hvnotlffi
lCrlt Ratino, Rccr¡lrc

lests
Japan I U$

l-rrlf Þa+inc Þpc,,hc In',tt p..:-^lp^^,,1*-

Hla
Uncertainfy
Verbal/Visua

Quality

Low Support Low Support High Support Low ontradict

Hlb
Individualisn
Holistic/Seri¿

Quality

High Support {igh Support Low Contradicl High Support

H2a
Uncertainty
Verbal/Visua
Attitudes

Low Contradic Low Contradicl High Support Low Support

H2b
Individualisn
Holistic/Seri¿
Attitudes

High Contradic High Contradic Low Support High Support

H3 Quality
Value

Support Support Support Support

H4 Quality
Attitudes

Support Support Support Support
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sampfe was rated high in fndividualism, these respondents

shoufd have rated the Serialistically Organized version

higher on Perceived Quality and the analysis determined

that this was the case.

In the case of Attitudes toward the TechnicaÌ

Documentation the U.S. was expected to have higher

Attitudes toward the Visual-Iy Dominant and the

Serial-istically Organized in accordance with H2a and H2b.

In both cases the U. S. respondents did support the

hypothesis, but the difference between the

Verbally/Visually Dominant versions and the

HoIistically/SerialisticalIy Organized versions was slight.

The resul-ts for the U.S. seemed to be al-most split

with one version stightly edging over the other version.

This may be an indication of a vafue change. Catastrophic

events may have a significant impact on cultural val-ues

(Murphy, Gordon and Mullen 2004; Ofivas-Lujan, Harzínq, and

McCoy 2004) . The U. S. at the time of the experiment had

just suffered the horrific events of the September 11

Terrorist attacks. There was afso the effect of being

unified against a common enemy, the terrorists. This may

have either a temporary, or long-range impact on va-Iues.

Research conducted on value and cultural changes since

September 11 have demonstrated a significant impact on
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cul-ture, particul-arly on aspects simil-ar to rndividuaÌism

and uncertainty, both of which woul-d impact the resul_ts of

this research (Murphy, Gordon and Mullen 2OO4; Ol_ivas-

Lujan, Harzing, and McCoy 2004). Furthermore, changes in

cul-ture as a result of upheaval_ seems to impact younger

people more than the ol-der (Dowd 1981), which would be

significant to t.his research as wefl- since the respondents

are af f of colJ-ege age.

Another possible impact on the resul_ts of

is the l-ocation of the respondents. Even though

heterogeneity exists within the U.S. and there

overal-l national- cufture, regional differences

found (McKenna 1992i Mehrotra 1990; Roth 1995) .

body at Black Hifls State University is made up

entirely of young people from within a 30O-miÌe

This Midwest region was settl-ed al-most entirely

from Scandj-navia. This may have an impact on the

the research

consumer

is an

have been

The student

almost

radius.

by people

cultural

va-lues of the region and of the respondents. vùhif e Norway

and sweden are classi-fied as fndividualistic on Hofstede, s

work (2001), these cul-tures rank much closer to the middle

val-ues and are very similar to what was found with the U. S.

respondents in this experiment. vlhether the resurts are an

indication of regional differences or possibl-e shift.s in

the U.S. national cul-ture is a matter for further study.
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IMPLICATTONS FOR THEORY A}TD PRÀCTTCE

The major objectives of this research were defined in

terms of impact of the Organization of fnformation and

Amount of Information in the form of Verbal or Visuaf

Dominance of technical documentatÍon on Perceived Quality,

Perceived Vaf ue and Attitudes. The f ocus r¡/as on the

moderating ímpact of cul-ture, specificatly, the dimensions

of Individualism versus Collectivism and Uncertainty

Avoidance, on the relationship between the independent

variabl-es of Organization of the j-nformation and the Amount

of Information with the dependent variables of Perceived

Quality, Perceived Val-ue, and Attitudes.

This research project buil-ds on the modef devefoped by

Zeithaml- and extended by Teas and Agarwal (2000) . The model

developed by Teas and Agarwal (2000) examined the

moderating impact of Country-of-Origin on the rel-ationship

between ext.rinsic cues and Perceived Qual-ity and Perceived

Value. The model- developed for this research adds another

outcome variabfe, the dependent variable from advertising

communications research of Attitudes towards the

communj-cation, which in this case is Technical-

Documentation.

This research also extends Teas and Agarwal (2000)

moderating lmpacts to incl-uded dimensions of national
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cul-ture. Any business developing technical documentation

needs to consider the cultural- background of its customers.

rn developing technical documentation, businesses need to

address at least these two issues: (1) Are customers who

wirl- be using the documentation from an individuaristic

society or a col-lectivist society? (2) Are the company's

Iture? Given thatcustomers from an Uncertainty Avoidance cu

this is the main contribution of this research, this next

section wil-l discuss these two questions.

CULTT'RE' S MODERATING IMPACT_ I'NCERTAINTY AVOIDAI{CE

Consider a firm with a multi-cul_tural consumer base

that has products that need to be assembl_ed or need

instructions in order to use the product correctly. The

firm has the option of providing the assembly information

with either the verbal- information dominating or the visual

information dominating. The choice of how to present the

information for each of the national cul_tures can be

facifitated by examining how each of the countries' main

culture reacts to Uncertainty. In developing the technical_

documentation for cultures that are high in Uncertainty

Avoidance, the business woufd need to consider giving very

specific verbal- instructions with the verbal information

dominating the space. fn cultures that are l_ow in
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Uncertainty Avoidance, the communication would need to

focus on the visual informat.ion with the visual-s dominating

the space in order to be cul-turally congruent.

A practical- significance of this resul-t is that

businesses should design the format of the technical-

documentation to be culturally congruent with their

customer base. The choice of Visual or Verbal Dominance

will dictate the consequences in terms of consumers'

Perceptions of Quality, Perceptions of Value and their

Attitudes towards the Technical Documentation. Countries

with Hiqh Uncertainty Avoidance woul-d have more favorable

reactions to technical documentation where the Verbal

content dominated. Countries l-ow on Uncertainty Avoidance

woul-d react more favorabl-y to technical documentation where

the Visual- content dominated. Providing the technical

documentation that is culturally sensitive to the nationaf

culture's feeling about Uncertainty will lead to higher

Ievels of Perceived Quality and Perceived Value.

CULTURE' S MOÐER.A.TTNG IMPACT- INDMDUAIISM/COLLECTTVISM

A firm designing Technical- Documentation for a mul-ti-

cultural- customer base has the option of designing the

VisuaÌ Informatì-on Organj-zed either Hol-isticatJ-y or

SerialisticalJ-y. By examining the national culture's
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"other" orientation can facil-itate the choice of which way

to organized the Visual Information. Specifically, if a

country's national- cul-ture is Individualistic j-n nature,

then the Visual- Information shoufd be organized

SerialisticalÌy, one step at a time, So that each step may

be considered and examined separately. Organizing

Seriafistically would resuft in more favorable ratings of

Perceived Quality, Attitudes, and Perceived Va-Iue.

In countries where the national cul-ture is coÌfective

in nature, then Visual Information shoul-d be Organized

Holistically, showing all of the steps together. Organi zing

the Visuals for coflective societies in a Holistic manner

will resufts in more favorabl-e Perceptions of Qual-ity,

Val-ue and Attitudes towards the Technical- Documentation.

A practical- significance of this research's resul-ts is

that managers can use cultural indices for their customer

base to deveJ-op technicaf documentation that consumers

perceived as being of Qual-ity and high Val-ue. Furthermore/

customers will develop more positive attitudes about the

technical documentation. Therefore, consumers' Perceptions

and Attitudes can be positiveJ-y impacted through culturalJ-y

congruent technj-cal- documentation.
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LIMTTATTONS:

Even though this study confirmed a majority of

the hypothesis, as with any research, the limitations need

to be discussed. Understanding the fimitations is useful

when drawing concl-usions from any research and generali zíng

the resul-ts to other customers and other cul-tures.

The experimental- instrument used print material from a

bicycle repair manual. Vühile care \^/as used to ensure that

the product used in this study was a familiar one for the

popuJ-ation, it is possibl-e that the processing of the

technical documentation and the ensuing perceptions of

Quality, Value and Attitudes could differ if other products

were used in the study. Specifically, the instructions for

instal-Iing the bicycle seat r¡/ere relativeJ-y uncomplicated,

the results may have been different for'a complex product

or for assembJ-y i-nformation that was more complex in

nature. Al-so , if the product was one that the respondents

\^/ere not famil-iar with this may have had an impact on the

format of technical- documentation that the respondents

preferred. Resul-ts from this experiment should not be

construed to be representative of aIl technical

documentation in alI formats.

The respondents

the national cul-tures

this research were students from

questions. I¡ühile the students f rom

IN

l_n
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Canada and the U. S. were recruited from within these two

countries, they came from one focation in the Midwest

regj-on of Canada and the Midwest region of the U.S.

Differences may exist between the sample drawn from these

two universities and students from other regions in these

large countries. Furthermore, the sampJ_e from Hong Kong and

Japan were students from these two countries enrofled in

ESL programs at universities in the United States. Vüith

these two samples there is a possibility that differences

may exist in students who choose to study abroad versus

those who attend universities in their home countries. The

Hong Kong sample answering the questions on Hofstede's

survey in such a \^ray as to be categorized as

Individualistic may be a resul-t of the political upheaval,

or it coul-d possibly be the difference of students who

choose to go abroad for their education. Further research

would need to be undertaken to determine which is the case.

Since this study uses a non-probability sampling method for

national culture, generafizabj-lity to all_ members is not

advisable.

While there are many aspects to communicatj-on styJ_es,

this experiment onJ-y examined two. Respondents were only

exposed to one version. Their ¡udgments' may have been

influenced if they vüere given options and asked which
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version they preferred. A compJ-ete view of effective

communication was not incl-uded. Therefore, the model used

in this study is underspecified. Furthermore, respondents

were exposed to both manipulations at the same time. These

manipulations may have not been of equal import to one or

more of the cultures. Whether the manipulation was

culturally congruent \^ras examined, but not the comparative

importance of one manipulation to the other used in the

study. For example, Verbal Dominance may be more important

than whether the visual_s are organized Serial_Iy or

Holistically, and, therefore, the rating for perception of

Quality, Val-ue, and Attitudes may be inffuence more by the

fnformation Dominance rather than the Organization. The

results seem to indicate that, in the Japanese cul-ture

Organization of Information may have been more important

than Dominance of verbal- versus visual-, and in the chinese

culture Dominance of Information may have been more

important than Organization of Information. Further

research is needed to examine this issue -

FUTURE RESEARCH

This research shoul-d be considered a beginning point

for future research opportunities in the area of technical-
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documentation and cul-ture. In this section several of the

research opportunities wifl be briefly discussed.

This study examined visual- information in the form of

drawings. Vrlhile this is a popular form of developing

visuals, the use of actual pictures versus schematic

drawings is an area that needs to be examined. Some

cultures favor pictures over drawings and this may have an

even greater impact than Organization of Visual-s

of Information used in this experiment.

A more compJ-ex product or complex assembly

utilizíng the concept of customer involvement is

and Amount

information

cJ-early

appropriate. The invol-vement factor was not considered in

this research, and a complex product may have a definite

bearing on consumers' perceptions of Quality, Val-ue, and

Attitudes.

One of the l-imitations of this study is that

respondents only read the instructions and did not actuaJ-1y

have to use them to assembl-e a product. The resufts may

have been different if the respondents were required to use

the technical documentation to actuaÌ1y assembl-e a product.

Reading them for understanding, and reading them during

use, coul-d possibly be different.

Only two cultural dimensions where examj-ned in this

study. A deeper examination of cul-ture and its impact on
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the processing of information is warranted. other possible

cul-tural- dimensions need to be expJ-ored to develop a

cfearer understanding of how people process information.

one area of marketing that has not been studied is the

impact of technical- documentation on customer satisfaction

with the product and intentions to buy. i¡[hire this research

examined cuftures impact on consumers' perceptions of

Quality, value and Attitudes of Technicaf Documentation, it

did not examine technicar documentation's impact on

consumer's overal-f eval-uation of sati-sfaction with

products. Furthermore, if consumerrs experience with

technj-cal- documentation impacts their overarl_ satisfaction,

woul-d it then impact their future intention to buy

products? This aspect of technical documentation needs to

be explored.

coNcI,usroNs

This research has examined the topic of technicaÌ

documentation format and the impact of cul-ture on the

processing of information. This research has strong

theoretical and managerial implications for business

deveroping cross-curturaf communications. The topic of

cross-cultural- technical- documentation is particuJ_arly

important given that busj-nesses are increasingfy
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communicating with diverse cultural- groups. There is much

potential for extending this research to include other

formats of technical- documentation, other cultures, and

other cul-turaI dimensions. Future research shoul-d buil-d on

this model to develop a better understanding of culture and

the processing of information for effect communication.
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APPENDIX 1

The experiment.al- instrument follows:

(1) The four versions of the experiment, each marked

for easy identification.

(2) Dependent variable questions for:

a. Perce j-ved Quality

b. Perceived Value

c. Attitude toward the Technical Documentation

(3) Styte of Processing Questions

(4) Hofstede's Cultural Survey Questions

(5) Manipulation check questions

(6) Demographic questions
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STEP 1:
Place bottom clamp assembly on seatpost. The
clamp assembly attaches the saddle to the
seatpost. The seatpost attaches the saddle to the
bicycle. It also allows the adjustment of the
height and fore-and-aft position of the saddle on
the bike.

STEF 2:
Place the saddle rails in the boffom clamp

assembly making sure the saddle is parallel to
the top tube. If the nose of the saddle is titled
down, the cyclist's body weight is thrown
forward, creating extra strain on the arms and
shoulders. If the nose of the saddle is pointed u
the cyclists may feel discomfort in the body
contact area.

STEP 3:
Place the top of the clamp assembly on the
saddle rails while keeping the saddle level. The
clamp assembly simultaneously holds the rails of
the seat in the chosen position and fastens the
seat to the top of the seatpost

STEP 4:
The clamp bolt runs vertically through the
clamp. Fasten clamp bolt through the seat post
and complete clamp assembly. Tighten bolt
keeping the saddle parallel with the top tube. The
use of this set screw type of bolt allows the seat

Version 11

Holistic/Verbal
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Version 10

Holistic/Visual
clamp

\@

clamp assembly

STEP I:

Place bottom clamp assembly on seat

post

STEP 2:

Place the saddle rails in the bottom
clamp assembly

Place the top of the clamp assembly on
the saddle

STEP 4:

Fasten clamp bolt through the seat post

and clamp assembly.
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Version 01

Serial/Verbal page I

STEP 1

Place bottom clamp assembly on
seatpost. The clamp assembly attaches

the saddle to the seatpost. The seatpost

attaches the saddle to the bicycle. It
also allows the adjustment of the
height and fore-and-aft position of the
saddle on the bike.

STEP

Place the saddle rails in the bottom
clamp assembly making sure the saddle
is parallel to the top tube. If the nose of
the saddle is titled down, the cyclist's
body weight is thrown forward,
creating extra strain on the arms and
shoulders. If the nose of the saddle is
pointed up, the cyclists may feel
discomfort in the body contact area.
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STEP T'

Place the top of the clamp
assembly on the saddle rails
while keeping the saddle level.
The clamp assembly
simultaneously holds the rails
of the seat in the chosen
position and fastens the seat to
the top of the seatpost

Version 01

Serial/Verba
nase2

STEF 4:

The clamp bolt runs vertically
through the clamp. Fasten
clamp bolt through the seat

post and complete clamp
assembly. Tighten bolt
keeping the saddle parallel
with the top tube. The use of
this set screw type of bolt
allows the seat posts to be
infinitely or "micro" adjusted.
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Version 00

Serial/Visual page I

&

ffi
Iql
\'ä
[3

STEP I:

Place bottom clamp assembly
on seatpost.

Place the saddle rails in
the bottom clamp assembly
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Version 00
Serial/Visual
Page2l*wsTrP-ì.æ

Place the top of the ",u,np^--fl-assembly on the saddle rails

Fasten clamp bolt
through the seatpost
and clamp assembly.

I

\:a¿;Éõrl-..,.'_
I
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DIRECTIONS: Based on page(s) fi'om the product manual you just reviewed, please answer the following questions by
circling the number showing your best answer.

EXAMPLE
Here is an example of a question. I f you agree slightly with the statement, you should circle the number I to the right of
the question, as shown below. If you strongly agree with it, you should circle the number 2 or 3. If you disagree with the
statement, then circle either -1, -2, or -3, depending on the degree to which you disagree.

The amount of information provided in by
the manual is adequate.

Strongly Neither agree Strongly
DisagreeNor disagree Agree

-3 -2 -r 0o 2 3

l. I would consider the page(s) from the
manual to be very useful.

2. The page(s) fi'om the manual is/are easy to understand

3. The organization of information in
the manual makes it easy to use.

4. I would consider instructions from the manual
to require a lot of time.

Strongly Neither agree Strongly
DisagreeNorDisagree Agree

-3 -2 -t 0 12 3

-t t23

-3-2-10123

-3 -2 -l 0 1 23

-2-3

5. In terms of time, the manual offers me good value. -3 -2 -l 0 I 2 3

6. Overall, the manual offers me good value. -3 -2 -l 0 I 2 3

Far too little The right amount Far too much
7. The amount of information presented is: -3 -Z -l 0 I Z 3

8- The amount of time it would take to use Very Unacceptable -3 -2 -l 0 I 2 3 yery Acceptable
the manual is:

9. The information contained in the Very Poor euality -3
manual appears to be of:

10. If the manual were designed like this, Very Low

-2 -l 0 I 2 3YeryGoodQuality

-3 -2 -10 2 3 Very High
the likelihood that I would use this manual is:

I l. Would you advise others to use this manual?
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INSTRUCTIONS: The aim of this exercise is to determine the style or manner you use when carrying out different mental tasks. your
answers to the questions should reflect the manner in which you typically.ngugã in each ofthe taiks mcntioned. Thcre are no right or
wrong answers, we only ask that you provide honest and accurate answers. Please answer each question by circling one of the four
possible responses. For example, ifl provided the statement, "l seldom read books," and this was your typical behiior, even though
you might read say one book a year, you would circle the "ALWAys rRUE," rcsponsc.

lkiå"'
l. I enjoy doing work that requires the use ofwords I

2. There are some special limes in my life that I like to trelive by mentally "picturing"just how ever¡hing looked

3. I can never seem to find the right word when I nced it I

4. I do a lot ofreading 
I

5. WhenI'mtryingtolearnsomethingnew, I'drather 
Iwatch a new dcmonstration than read how to do it

USUALLY
TRUE

2

2

2

2

2

USUALLY
FALSE
J

J

3

J

3

ALWAYS
FALSE

4

4

4

4

4

6.

7.

8.

I think I often use words in the wrong way

I enjoy learning new words

I like to picture how I could fix up my aparlment
or a room ifl could buy anything I wanted

I often make written notes to myself

I like to daydream

I gcnerally prefer to use a diagram rather
than a written set of instructions

I like to "doodle"

I find it helps to think in terms of
mental pictures when doing many things

After I meet someone for the first time,
I can usually remember what they
look like, but not much about them

I like to think of synonyms for words

When I have forgotten something, I frequently
try to form a mental "picture" to remember it

I like learning new words

I prefer to read instructions about how to do
something rather than have someone show me

I prefcr activities that don't require a lot ofreading

I seldom daydream

I spend very little time attempting to increase my
vocabulary

My thinking often consists of mental ,.pictures', or images

4

4

4

4

4

4

J

3

3

J

J

J

J

J

3

J

J

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

9.

I0.

11.

12.

13.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.
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6.

7.

8.

How important is it for you to:

I . Have challengìng rvork to do - work from
which you can get a personal sense of
accomplishment?

2. Livc in an area desirable to you and your
family?

3. I-lave an opportunity for high earnings?

4. Work with people who cooperate well
with one another?

5. Have training opportunities (to improve

9.

your skills or learn new skills)?

Have good fringe benefits?

Get the recognition you deserve when
you do a goodjob?

Have good physical working conditions
(good ventilation and lighting, adequate
work space, etc.)?

Have considerable freedom to adapt your
own approach to thejob?

10. Have the security that you will be able to
work for your company as long as you
want to?

I l. Have an opportunity for advancement
to higher level jobs?

12. Have a good working relationship with
your manager?

13. Fully use your skills and abilities on the
job?

l4- Have a job which leaves you sufficient time
for your personal or family life?
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The descriptions below apply to four different types of managers. First, please read through these descriptions:

Manager I Usually makes his/her decisions promptly and communicates them to his/her
subordinates clearly and firmly. Expects them to carry out the decisions loyally and
without raising diffi culties.

Manager 2 Usually makes his/her decisions promptly, but, before going ahead, tries to explain them
fully to his/her subordinates. Gives them the reasons for the decisions and answers
whatever questions they may have.

Manager 3 Usually consults with his/her subordinates before he/she reaches his/her decisions.
Listens to heir advice, considers it, and then announces his/her decision. He/she then
expects all work Ioyally to implement it whether or not it is in accordance with the
advice they have.

Manager 4 Usually calls a meeting of his/her subordinates when there is an important decision to be
made. Puts the problem before the group and tries to obtain consensus. Ifhe/she
obtains consensus, he/she accepts this as the decision. lfconsensus is impossible,
he/she usually makes the decision him/herself.

Questions l5-16 apply to the previous descriptions ofthe four types of managers.

I 5. Now for the above types of manager, please mark the one which you would prefer to work under.
l. Manager I

2.Manager2
3. Manager 3

4.Manager 4

16. lfyou had a choice ofajob at a managerial or a specialist position and thesejobs were at the same salary level,
which would appeal to you most?
1. I would have a strong preference for being a specialist
2. I would have some preference for being a specialist
3. It does not make any difference
4. I would have some preference for being a manager
5. I would have a strong preference for being a manager

17. All in all, what is your personal feeling about working for a company which is primarily foreign-owned?
l. All in all, I prefer it this way
2. It makes no difference to me one way or the other
3. I would prefer that it was not this way.
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Questions 18-27. About general beliefs:

Companies have employees in many countries and we are interested whether the personal opinions of employees
differ fi'om country to country. Listed below are a number of statements. These statements are not about the
company as such, but rather about general issues in industry. Please indicate the extent to which you personally
agree or disagree with each ofthese statements (mark one for each line across).
Remember: Wewantyour own opinion (even though it may be different from that of others in your country).

Strongly

disagree

Strongly

Agree agree undecided disagree

18. A corporation should have a major responsibility
for the health and welfare of its employee and thei¡
immediate families.

Having interested work to do is just as important
to most people as having high earnings

Competition among employees usually does more
harm than good

Employees lose respect for a manager who asks them
for their advice before he/she makes a fìnal decision

Employees in industry should participate more in the
decisions made by management

Decisions made by individuals are usually of higher
quality than decisions made by groups

A corporation should do as much as it can to help
solve society's problems (poverty, discrimination,
pollution, etc.)

Staying with one company for a long time is usually
the best way to get ahead in business

Company rules should not be broken-even when
the employee thinks it is in the company's best
interests

Most employees in industry prefer to avoid
responsibility, have little ambition, and want
security above all

r9.

20.

21.

22.

zJ.

24.

25.

26.

27.
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The product assembly manual that vou saw in the earlier page:

Favored the words Equally favored
the words and pictures

4

Favored the pictures

61

Gave more attention to
the pictures

61

Gave more prominence to
the pictures

Gave more irnportance to
the pictures

IJad rnore space devoted
the pictures
67

Pictures favored presenting
the assembly in step-by-step manner

Pictures gave more attention

each step of the assembly

Gave more importance to
each step to the assembly

Pictures gave more pronrinence
to each step of the seat assembly

Gave more attention to
The words

12

Gave more prominence
to the words

Gave more importance
to the words

Had more space
devoted to the words
\2

Pictures favored presenting
The whole area for assembly

Pictures gave more attention to
to
The whole area of a assembly

Gave more impoftance to
The entire area to be assembled

Pictures gave more prominence to

The whole seat assembly

Gave equal attention to
the words and pictures

45

Gave equal prominence to
the words and pictures

Gave equal importance to
the words and pictures

Gave equal space to
the words and pictures

45
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Directionsl Here are some questions about your background. This information is VERY importanr so that the
research will show what kinds of people prefer different kinds of manuals. Please fill in the line on each question with a
check or a number to indicate your answer.

l. What is your gender? A. _ male
B. female

2. What year wcre you bom?

3. What is your first language?
a. _English b. _Japanese c. Cantonese
d. _Mandarin e. _other: please specify_

(please print)

4.Howwell doyoureadEnglish? Not | 2 3 4 5 6 7 Extremely
at all Well

(country )
(country)

5. Whcre wcre you born? (country)

6. Where were your parents bom? Father

7. r"Vhat is rhe first language ofyour parents? Father (country)
(country)

L How long have you lived in an English speaking country? _years

9. How much education do you have?
a._ No college b._ I year of college c. _2 years of college
d._ 3 years of college e. _ 4 or more years of college

10. What is your major?
a. _ Business b. _ Science c. _ Math
d. _ Computers e. _ Art f. Theatre
g._Languages h. _PhysicalEd I. Education
j. _ Communication k. _ Political Science L.- Other, please specify

I l. How familiar are you with bicycles? unfamiliar -3 -z -l 0 I z 3 Familiar

12. How experienced are you with bicycles? Inexperienced -3 -2 -l 0 I 2 3 Experienced

13. with respect to assembling bicycles, I consider myself Unfamiliar -3 -2 -l 0 I 2 3 Familiar
Inexperienced-3 -2 -l 0 I 2 3 Experienced

14. In general, with respect to assembly information that accompanies products, I consider myself
Unfamiliar -3 -2,l 0123 Familiar
Inexperienced-3 -2 -l 0 I 2 3 Experienced

I 5. How often have you assembled or repaired a bicycle?

_ Never

_ Once or Twice

_ Three or Four times

_ More than Four timcs

Mother

Mother
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SCALE RELIABILITY -CRONBACH'S ALPHA
VERBALA/ISUAL DOMINACE HOLISTIC/SERIALISTIC ORGNIZATION

ReliabilitY Statistics

PRETEST 1

Reliability Statistics

Cronbach's
Aloha N of ltems

.952 5

APPENDIX 2

Cronbach's
Aloha N of ltems

.954 4

MEANS FOR VERBAL VISUAL DOMIANCE

VEBALA/ISUAL

VERBAL Mean N Std. Deviation

.00

1.00

Total

6.0348

3.8304

4 9326

46

46

92

.73188

1.23574

1.49939

SIGNIFICANCEoFDIFFERENCEBETWEENVERBAL/VISUALDoMINANCE
ANOVA

MEANS FOR HOLISTIC/SERIALISTIC ORGANIZATION

Report
Holistic/Serialistic

Appendix 2 (pre-test 1) continued on next page

111.760

1.031
Between GrouPs

Within GrouPs

Total

HOLISTIC Mean N Std. Deviation

.00

1.00

Total

6.1793

3.5435

4.8614

46

46

92

.93491

1.22962

1.71346
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APPENDIX 2 CONTINUED

s r G N I F I CAN C E O F D I F F E R EN C E B ETW= toL 
ä9i' 

tt I c/s E R I AL I Sr I C o R GAN I ZATI O N

H o I i sti c/Seri al i sticlqg e n¡4!

F sisSum of
Squares df Mean Square

Between GrouPs

Within GrouPs

Total

159.800

107.371

267.171

1

90

91

'159.800

1.193

133.947 .000
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APPENDIX 3

PRETEST 2

RELIABILITYCHECKoFVERBAL^/ISUALDOMINANCE

ReliabilitY Statistics

Cronbach's
Alpha N of ltems

.901 5

RELIABILITY CHECK OF IIOLISTIC/SERIALISTIC ORGANIZATION

ReliabilitY Statistics

Cronbach's
Alpha N of ltems

.884 4

MANIPULATIONCHECKoFVERBAL/VISUALDOMINANCE
MEANS FOR VEBAL/VISUAL DOMINANCE

Report

VerbalA,/isual Dominance

VerbalVisual Mean N Std. Deviation

.00

1.00

Total

5.6875

4.6400

5.1 806

16

15

31

.83895

1.01756

1.05749

TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR VEBAL/VISUAL DOMINANCE

ANOVA
check

APPENDIX 3 (pretest 2) continued on next page

\/crhalfuisual Domin¿ rnce Man

Sum of
Souares df Mean Square F Siq.

Between GrouPs

Within GrouPs

Total

8.495

25.053

33.548

1

29

30

8.495

.864

9.833 004
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APPENDIX 3 CONTINUED

MANIPULATION CHECK OF IIOLISTIC/SERIALISTIC ORGANIZATION

MEANS FOR HOLISTIC/SERIALISTIC ORGANIZATION
Report

TESToFSIGNIFICANCEFoRHoLISTIC/SERIALISTICoRGANIZATIoN

ANOVA

,.r^tio{inlQarialiqtic Ma Ch( )cK

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F siq.

Between GrouPs

Within GrouPs

Total

18.177

40.742

58.919

1

29

30

18.177

1.405

12.939 .001
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APPENDIX 4

FAMILIARITY WITH BIKES

FACTOR ANALYSIS
Component Matrix(a)

Component

1

familbike

experbike

assbikfam

assbikexP

.833

.862

.692

.796

ffiomPonentAnalYsis'
a 1 comPonents extracted'

Communalities

lnitial Extraction

familbike

experbike

assbikfam

assbikexP

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

.694

.743

.479

.634

@nentAnalYsis

CRONBACH'S ALPHA

ReliabilitY Statistics

Cronbach's
Alpha N of ltems

.787 4
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APPENDIX 5

MANIPULATION CHECK FOR COMPLETE EXPERIMENT

VERBALA/ISUAL DOMINANCE

Cronbach's AlPha

ReliabilitY Statistics

Cronbach's
Aloha N of ltems

.907 5

MEANS FOR VERBALA/ISUAL VERSIONS

RePort

VerbalA,/i s ual D ominance

Dominance Mean N Std. Deviation

.00

1.00

Total

5.3989

4.2556

4.8175

174

180

354

1.02534

1.28907

1.29826

ffind o is Visual Dominance

TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE - f 7.---.

Difference befween verbal Dominance version and visual Dominance verslon

APPENDIX 5 (manipulation check for entire experiment) continued on next page

ANOVA

115.647

479.324

594.971

Between GrouPs

Within GrouPs

Total
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APPENDIX 5 CONTINUED

HOLISTIC/SERIALISTIC ORGANIZATION

ReliabilitY Statistics

Cronbach's
Alpha N of ltems

.900 4

MEANS F'OR HOLISTIC/SERIALISTIC VERSIONS

RePort

TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE
DifferencebetweenHolisticandSerialisticorganizationversions

APPENDIX 5 (manipulation check for entire experiment) continued on next page

ì is Holtst''c and 0 is Serialistic

ANOVA

153.885

564.276

718.161
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APPENDIX 5 continued

REI,IABILITYCHECKFORVERBAL^/ISUALDOMINANCESCALE

Case Processing Summary

N
o^

ilases Valid

Excluded
(a)
Total

354

20

374

94.7

5.3

100.0

in the Procedure

ReliabilitY Statistics

Cronbach's
Alpha N of ltems

907 5

RELIBILITY CHECK FOR HOLISTIC/SERIALISTIC SCALE

SummaCase
N %

C"ses Valid

Excluded
(a)
Total

357

17

374

95.5

4.5

100.0

Cronbach's
Alpha N of ltems

.900 4

in the Procedure'

Cronbach's Alpha for Holistic/Serialistic Scale
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APPENDIX 6

DEPENDENT VARIABLES

CRONBACH,SALPHAFoRPERCEIVEDQUALITYQUESTIONS
ReliabilitY Statistics

CRONBACH'S ALPHA FOR PERCEIVED VALUE QUESTIONS

ReliabilitY Statistics

CRONBACH,SALPHAFoRATTITUDETowARDTHETECHNICAL
DOCUMENTATION

ReliabilitY Statistics

Cronbach's
Alpha N of ltems

.848 4

Cronbach's
Alpha N of ltems

.826 5

Cronbach's
Alpha N of ltems

.796 4
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APPENDIX 7
ANALYSIS WITH UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE

ANALYSIS OF UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE WITTI TWO CATEGORIES

Between-Subj ects Factors

Variable Codins N
Uncertainty
Avoidance

1.00
2.00

64
281

Verbal
Dominance

0.00
1.00

r19
172

Effects of Verbal,/Visual Dominance and Uncertainty Avoidance on Perceived
Quality, and the moderating impact of Uncertainty Avoidance on the relationship
between VerbaUVisual Dominance on Perceived Qualify

Multivariate ANOVA Between-Subjects Factors

ariable: PEROUALITY

Source of Variation Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of

freedom

Mean
Square

F-value Significance

Uncertainty

Dominance

Organization

Uncertainty *

Dominance

Uncertainty *

Organization

Dominance *

Organization

Uncertainty *

Dominance *

Organization

Error

.216

.168

2.131

3.439

.031

.52r

.000

383.434

1

1

1

1

1

i

I

J34

.216

.168

2.t3r

3.439

.031

.521

.000

1.1 18

.194

.150

1.906

3.076

.027

.466

.000

660

699

168

080

869

495

991
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APPENDIX 7 (Uncertainty Avoidance) continued on next page
APPENDIX 7 CONTINUED

ANALYSIS OF UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE WITH TWO CATEGORIES

Effects of Verbal/Visual Dominance and Uncertainty Avoidance on Attitudes
toward Technical Documentation, and the moderating impact of Uncertainty
Avoidance on the relationship between Verbal/l/isual Dominance on Attitudes
toward Technical Documentation

Multivariate ANOVA Between-Subiects Factors

nt Variable: ATTITUDE

Source of Variation Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of

Freedom

Mean
Square

F-Value Significance
ofF

Uncertainty
Avoidance
Dominance
Organization
Uncertainty
Avoidance *

Dominance
Uncertainty
Avoidance +

Organization
Dominance *

Organization
Uncertainty
Avoidance +

Dominance *

Organization
Error

.048

4.397
2.r32

3.499

.021

2.904

.465

51 1.096

I

1

1

1

1

I

1

344

.048

4.391
2.132

7.399

.021

2.904

.465

1.486

.033

2.959
r.435

4.267

.014

r.954

.313

.857

.086

.232

.006

.906

.163

.576
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APPENDIX 8
ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUALISM/COLLECTIVISM

ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUALISM/COLLECTIVISM WITH TWO CATBGORIES

Befween-Subjects Factors

Variable Codins N
Individualism 1.00
Collectivism 2.00

287
64

Serialistic
Holistic

.00

r.00
184

167

Effects of Holistic/Serialistic Organization and Individualism/Collectivism on
Perceived Quality, and the moderating impact of Individualism/Collectivism on the

relationship between Holistic/Serialistic Organization and Perceived Quality

Multivariate ANOV

APPENDIX 8 (Individualism versus collectivism) continued on next page

i90

Variable: PERQUALITY ultivariate A

Source of Variation
Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of

Freedom

Mean
Square

F-Value Significance
ofF

Dominance
Organization
Individualism
Dominance *

Organization
Dominance *

Individualism
Organization *

Individualism
Dominance *

Organization *

Individualism
Error

.168
2.t31

.216

.521

3.439

5.028

.000

383.434

1

1

I

I

I

I

1

343

.168
2.13t

.216

.521

3.439

s.028

.000

1.1 18

.150
1.906

.194

.466

3.076

3.725

.000

699
168

660

495

080

087

99t



APPENDIX I continued

ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUALIS/COLLECTIVISM WITH TWO CATEGORIES

Effects of Holistic/Serialistic Organization and Individualism/Collectivism on
Attitudes toward Technical Documentation, and the moderating impact of
Individualism/Collectivism on the relationship between Holistic/Serialistic

organization and Attitudes toward rechnical Documentation

Between-Subj ects Factors

Dependent Variable: ATTITUDE Multivariate ANOVA
Source of Variation Sum of

Squares
Degrees

of
Freedom

Mean
Square

F-Value Significance
ofF

Dominance
Organization
Individualism
Dominance +

Organization
Dominance *

Individualism
Organization *

Individualism
Dominance *

Organization *

Individualism
Error

4.397
2.132

.048

2.904

.82r

3.278

.465

51 1.096

1

I
1

I

I

1

1

344

4.397
2.132

.048

2.904

.82r

3.278

.46s

I 486

2.959
1.435

.033

1.9s4

.552

3.142

.313

086
232
857

163

458

007

576
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APPENDIX 9
PERCEIVED QUALITY MEDIATING INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

RELATIONSHIP WITH PERCEIVED VALUE

STEP I
Moderatins Prod ofI di ali and Hn uct n tv u tsm olistic on Perceived ()uali

Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of

Freedom

Mean
Square

F-Value Significance
ofF

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3.688
429.548
433.236

2
36s
367

3.218
1.17 4

3.t42 .077

Moderating Product of Uncertainty Avoidance and Verbal/Visual on Perceived

STEP 2

Moderating Product of Individualism and Holistic ived Valrng rroouct ol lndlvrdualNm and Holrstrc on Perceived value
Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of

Freedom

Mean
Square

F-Value Significance
ofF

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3.274
469.663
412.937

2

362
364

1.637
1.297

1.262 .284

Moderating Product of Uncertainty Avoidance and Verbal/Visual on Perceived
Value

Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of

Freedom

Mean
Square

F-Value Significance
ofF

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

36.212
436.726
472.937

2

362
364

r 8.1 06

1.206
15.008 .000

APPENDIX 9( mediation of Quality on value) continued on next page

id

F-Value

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

5.540
427.696
433.236
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APPENDIX 9 continued

STEP 3

Moderating product of Individualism/flolistic and Perceived Quatity on Perceived

Value

Model

Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of

Freedom

Mean
Square

F-Value Significance
ofF

I Regression
Residual
Total

278.861
t86.rt2
465.040

2
3s6
358

139.434
.523

266.626 .000

Moderating product of Uncertainty AvoidanceAy'erbal and Perceived Quality on

Perceived Value

Model

Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of

Freedom

Mean
Square

F-Value Significance
ofF

1 Regression
Residual
Total

292.t08
r12.932
465.040

2

356
3s8

r46.054
.486

300.669 ,000
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APPENDIX 10

PERCEIVED QUALITY MEDIATING INDEPENÐENT VARIABLES
RELATIONSHIP WITH ATTITUDE TO\ryARD THE TECHNICAL
DOCUMENTATION

STEP I
Moderating Product of Individualism and Holistic on Perceived Quality

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of

Freedom

Mean
Square

F-Value Significance
ofF

Between
Groups
Within Groups
Total

3.688

429.548
433.236

2

365
361

3.218

1.174

3.142 .077

Moderating Product of Uncertainty Avoidance and Verbal/Visual on Perceived

Quality

Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of

Freedom

Mean
Square

tr'-Value Significance
ofF

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

5.540
427.696
433.236

2

365
367

2.170
1.172

2.364 .096

STEP 2
Moderating Product of Individualism and Holistic on Attitude toward the
Technical Documentation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of

Freedom

Mean
Square

F-
Value

Significance
ofF

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

1 8.1 71

384.219
565.4s0

2

331

365

s.329
1.161

4.s90 .000

Moderating Product of Uncertainty Avoidance and Verbal/Visual Dominance on

Attitude toward the Technical Documentation

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of

f,'reedom

Mean
Square

F-
Value

Significance
ofF

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

14.628
s54.355
s68.983

2

366
368

7.314
1.515

4.829 .009

APPENDIX 10 (mediation of Quality on Attitude) continued on next page
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APPENDIX 10

STEP 3

Moderating Product of IndividualismÆIolistic and Perceived Quality on Attitude
toward the Technical Documentation

Moderating Product of Uncertainty Avoidance/Verbal and Perceived Quality on
Attitude toward the Technical Documentation

Model

Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of

Freedom

Mean
Square

F-Value SignifÏcance
ofF

I Regression
Residual
Total

366.810
195.917
562.727

,,

361
363

183.405
.s43

337.944 .000

Model

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of

Freedom

Mean
Square

F-Value Significance
ofF

I Regression
Residual
Total

367.934
194.793
562.127

2
361
363

183.967
.540

340.936 .000
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